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letter from
the editor
Backstory
In the news business, there’s the story you see, hear or read.

There’s also another one, the backstory. The story behind the story, if
you like. Often, they’re far more interesting than the one for the consumer.

So here’s one backstory from this issue of DOTmed Business News.
In our medical trailer feature you’ll find mention of KC Spurlock,

founder of Spurlock Specialty Vehicles. The Tennessee company builds crit-
ical care and other emergency vehicles to “signature” designs, Spurlock says.

Almost rings of a bit of Hollywood hyperbole. Unless, of course, your
moniker once used to be KC “Hollywood” Spurlock, champion IHRA“funny
car” drag racer, who once hurtled down quarter-mile drag strips, strapped
into 1000 horsepower, exotic fuel burning, fire spewing bombs on wheels.

Professional drag racing is not a sport for anyonewho comes up short in the
nerves of steel department. To succeed in it, as Spurlock clearly did, also takes
enormous dedication, commitment and a keen aptitude for business.

Sponsor dollars drive all forms of auto racing and the drivers that win
championships are part of multi-million dollar, ultra slick teams. Such was
Spurlock’s, whose purple “funny car” was dressed in Fruit of the Loom livery.

Racing is certainly a sport about details, minute, painstaking ones.
When a cross-threaded lug nut costs a driver a race win or puts him into

a concrete wall at 300 miles per hour, manic preoccupation with systems,
checks and balances is understandable and requisite.

And that’s the same approach Spurlock brings to his medical and emer-
gency coach building business.

“We started with a clean sheet of paper,” he says. “We went to the
people in the field who use the equipment and began each conversation by
saying, ‘pretend we know nothing’.”

That’s an approach with roots from Spurlock’s “Hollywood” side, where
crew chiefs are always asking drivers, “How’s it handle?”, “Tires grippy
enough?”, “Too much tire spin at 15,000 rpm’s?”.

Applying that kind of attention to detail won Spurlock many drag races.
Now, it’s being used to design and produce emergency and critical care ve-
hicles, exactly like those on duty at racetracks around the world.

Colby Coates
Editor-in-Chief
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letters to the editor
ReMedPar’s
Ed Sloan Lauded
An outpouring of appreciation for Ed
Sloan, who is retiring from ReMedPar
(DMBN, January, 2008), is apparent
from DMBN readers’ emails.

“I have dealt with Ed Sloan of ReMed-
Par for the last 14 years. It truly has been
a pleasure doing business with him and
his counterparts. He has always run a
smooth and honest operation.”

Cesar Mairen
Ampronix Inc.

“I just wanted to go on record saying
that I have known Ed during his entire
tenure in this industry. There has never
been a more honest and decent person to
work with. He is truly an example of a
nice guy that can be successful too.

Scooter Childs
G-Tech Medical Services

“Ed is a true giant in our industry. He
will be missed.”

Rick Stockton
Atlas Medical Technologies

Good Luck to Mr. Sloan!
Fred Jackson

Custom Trailerwerks, Inc.

Riggers and
Craters Cheered
I wanted to get in touch
with you (writer Joan
Trombetti) once again to
thank you for all of your
help with the DotMed arti-
cle about Riggers and
Craters (DMBN, February
’08). I read the article
today and it turned out
very well.

Aaron Buckley
Chick Packaging Group, Inc.

Doctor Diagnoses
One Particular
Healthcare
Ailment
Thank you for yourDecem-
ber coverage about issues
relating to Universal Health
Care in the USA. How
ironic that the featured arti-
cle originates in Pennsylva-
nia, where out-of-control
lawsuit awards for “pain
and suffering” (non-economic damages),
have driven many physicians out of that

state. Myself being one.
I personally have

never ever been sued in 17
years of medical practice,
but found that my monthly
cost of medical malprac-
tice had gone up to $3000
per month — while reim-
bursements have remained
flat. Something has to be
done to address the law-
suit issues, like the Fed-
eral Tort Claims Act

covering physicians working within the
VA system or in the Public Health Sys-
tem. Likewise, we need to resolve

whether illegal aliens are
entitled to taxpayer-sup-
ported free healthcare,
under the mantra of Uni-
versal Healthcare.
Robert Greenhalgh, MD

Sparks, Nevada

CORRECTION:
The sidebar accompany-
ing the proton therapy

report, “Proton Beam Therapy: An
Accelerating Market” (Feb 2008)
incorrectly listed the sites under
construction. The Central DuPage
Hospital and Northern Illinois sites
are under consideration, but have
not yet broken ground. The Okla-
homa site is called the Oklahoma
ProCure Treatment Center, not IN-
TEGRIS Health. (INTEGRIS will
provide patient care at the center.)

Also: Still River Systems’ proton
therapy system has a capacity 350
plus patients a year, not 250 as re-
ported. Says Still Rivers’ Lionel
Bouchet, “Our customers are ex-
pecting 350+ patients per year in a
single shift, more, if running in a
double shift.”

Ph: 613-726-7811 • Fax: 613-828-1097
www.andamedical.com • email: sales@andamedical.com

2678 Lancaster Rd. • Ottawa, Ontario K2H 7K9

ANDA makes selling your medical equip-
ment easy. Please call us to discuss your
capital assets, and see what a difference our
experience and outstanding service makes.

We have built long-term relationships with
hospitals across North American, and we
invite you to become an ANDA client, too.

Anesthesia
Cath Labs
CT Scanners
Defibrillations
Infant Incubators
Mammography
Med-Surg Units
Monitors
MRI Scanners
Ultrasound
Ventilators
X-ray

We want to buy your used
equipment and idle assets.
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• De-icing

• Magnet quench recovery

• Helium leak diagnosis and repair

• Complete cold head and
compressor support

For more information call: +1 732 850 9300  or email: proserve@oxinst.com   
www.oxford-instruments.com/proserve

The Business of Science
TM

3000 Magnet Customers Per Year
Trust Oxford Instruments

Regional Support for all Major MRI Types
• Complete 10K and 4K Magnet Service
• Full line of 10K Compressor and Cold head parts 

and Service
• Cryofarm, Mobile MRI Storage and Cryogen Support
• 24 Hour Technical Support - we’re ready to help

Magnet experts focusing exclusively on
cold head service
• Largest independent service organization
• Quality, reliability and fast response guaranteed
• Regional GPS monitored service vehicles
• Multiple distribution centers
• Extensive stock of exchange components and 

spare parts

The leading manufacturer of superconducting wire and
the source for many of the world’s high field and MRI
magnets for over 40 years.

Oxford Instruments - the name inside the magnet. 

For emergency and routine service, trust the 
service organization that manufacturers turn to
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AHA On Bush Budget
The federal budget blueprint would have a
disastrous impact on the healthcare that
millions of patients and families de-
pend on. Plain and simple: this
plan slashes vital health programs
for the elderly and children and
must be rejected.

That’s the AHA’s view of the pro-
posed Bush budget as disseminated by
the organization’s president and ceo, Rich
Umbdenstock.

“America’s hospitals strongly oppose
this budget’s outrageous cuts to Medicare and
Medicaid. In the real world, these enormous budget
numbers come with enormous consequences, making
hospitals’ job of caring for patients even more difficult,”
Umbdenstock said.

His statement reminded that at a time when physicians are

in short supply, the budget calls for cuts
to teaching hospitals that prepare tomor-
row’s physicians. “At a time when our
economy is faltering, this budget cuts
hospitals serving some of America’s

poorest patients. At a time
when an aging America

depends

on modern
hospital care, this

budget drastically reduces
funds that help hospitals keep cutting-edge

technology available for communities. This budget cuts
programs that help rural communities keep their health-
care, train the nurses and caregivers of tomorrow and assist chil-
dren’s hospitals in training pediatricians and other specialists.”
● [DM 5429]

Medtronics Wins Supreme Court Ruling on
Federally Approved Medical Devices
In a case with enormous consequences to medical devices and
equipment, the Supreme Court, by an 8 to 1 vote, has ruled that
Medtronics cannot be sued under state law as a manufacturer of
a federally approved medical device.

The Court affirmed that Medtronics and other manufac-
turers are protected under the Medical DeviceAmendments of
1976, which, among other things, bars states from imposing on
medical devices any requirement which is different from what's
already won FDA approval.

6

You’ll see an ID code such as [DM 1234] at the end of every
story. If you enter that ID code – be sure to enter the “DM” – in
any search box on www.dotmed.com, you’ll see the original
story as it ran in our online News. You’ll find convenient and
useful links in many of those online
stories. Try it!

� [DM 1234] What does this ID code mean?

hospital & health news

Selling Reality Since 1989. Call for yours today.

MRI • CT • ULTRASOUND • C-ARMS • MAMMOGRAPHY
NUCLEAR SPECT • BONE DENSITOMETERS

CR/DR & DIGITAL X-RAY SOLUTIONS

Where 18 years of reality & common sense
equals saving money.

Where reputation & uncompromising quality
equals no hassles.

Where both new and refurbished equipment
together equals solutions.

800-722-3646
http://www.integritymed.com

REALITY CHECKS
WRITTEN HERE.
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Medtronics lawyer and former US
Solicitor General Theodore Olson suc-
cessfully argued that the FDA and not
the courts was the right forum for impos-
ing requirements on cutting-edge med-
ical devices.
● [DM 5524]

Medical Devices Need
Rigorous Reviews,
Researchers Say
The approval process for medical de-
vices does not involve the same rigor-
ous review used for pharmaceuticals,
and this needs to change in order to im-
prove health outcomes, say researchers
from the University of California, San
Francisco.

The UCSF team analyzes the prob-
lem and proposes steps toward a solution
in a “Perspectives” article in the January
2008 issue of the “Journal of General In-
ternal Medicine” devoted entirely to
medical devices.

The research team concluded that
after a device achieves Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approval, a tech-
nology assessment by an independent
organization can help identify medical
devices that are truly beneficial and safe.
The researchers also suggest that this as-
sessment follow an “evidence-based”
approach to information-gathering that
includes data on the device’s success in
clinical application.

“These days, patients are asking
their doctors for the newest technologies
from genetic tests to specific radiation
treatments, and many physicians don’t
know where to turn for the latest evi-
dence-based information,” the study said
● [DM5437]

PET Outperforms CT in
Characterization of Benign/
Malignant Lung Nodules
Researchers involved in a large, multi-in-
stitutional study comparing the accuracy
of positron emission tomography (PET)
and computed tomography (CT) in the
characterization of lung nodules found that
PET was far more reliable in detecting
whether or not a nodule was malignant.

“CT and PET have been widely used
to characterize solitary pulmonary nod-
ules (SPNs) as benign or malignant,” said
JamesW. Fletcher, professor of radiology
at Indiana University School ofMedicine
in Indianapolis, IN. “Almost all previous
studies examining the accuracy of CT for
characterizing lung nodules, however,
were performed more than 15 years ago
with outdated technology and methods,
and previous PET studies were limited by
small sample sizes.”

In a head-to-head study addressing
the limitations of previous studies, PET
and CT images on 344 patients were in-
dependently interpreted by a panel of ex-
perts in each imaging modality.

The researchers found that when
PET and CT results were interpreted as
probably or definitely benign, the results
were strongly associated with a benign
final diagnosis—in other words, the
modalities were equally good at making
this determination. PET’s superior speci-
ficity (accuracy in characterizing a nod-

ule as benign or malignant), however, re-
sulted in correctly classifying 58 percent
of the benign nodules that had been in-
correctly classified as malignant on CT.
Furthermore, when PET interpreted
SPNs as definitely malignant, a malig-
nant final diagnosis was 10 times more
likely than a benign.
● [DM 5451]

Ambassador Medical Earns
ISO Certification
Ambassador Medical has received ISO
13485:2003 certification as a refurbisher
of ultrasound equipment by BSI Man-
agement Systems. This certification
serves as recognition of Ambassador’s
Quality System in meeting the require-
ments of the International Quality Stan-
dard for Medical Devices.

“This was an immense effort by the
entire team,” said Patricia Seguim-
Arnold, Site Quality Leader for Ambas-

7
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Genetic Research:
Key to Understand-
ing Prostate
Cancer
Dr. William J. Catalona,
first to develop prostate spe-
cific antigen blood tests
(PSA), is now focusing on
genetic research to better
understand what causes
prostate cancer, as well as
guide the way to effective
and preventative treatments
and cures.

Under the umbrella of
the Urological Research
Foundation (URF), several
new genetic regions statisti-

cally associated with prostate cancer have been discovered,
suggesting doctors may be able to determine which men carry
a mutated gene that predisposes them to the disease. In that
vein, Dr. Catalona’s newly formed Familial Prostate Cancer
Center is also examining the connection between prostate and
breast cancer and whether mutated genes in the two sexes cause
the respective cancers. Moreover, Catalona is studying such in-
triguing questions as whether a mother can pass prostate can-
cer to her son while a father passes breast cancer to a daughter.

Other URF initiatives include: recording family histories
of men with and without the cancer, supporting a biorepository
to retain tumor tissues and blood samples and encouraging col-
laborative research with other leading scientists. Catalona is a
professor at Northwestern Feinberg School of Medicine and
Director of Northwestern’s Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive
Cancer Center. For more information: www.drcatalona.com.
● [DM 5475]

New Device Vacuums Out Brains’ Arteries
California based Penumbra Inc. has won a surprisingly speedy
approval from the Food and DrugAdministration for a tiny vac-
uum cleaner for the brain.

The device, which will be formally presented at the
upcoming meeting of the American Stroke Association, suc-
tions out clogged arteries in the brain in an effort to prevent
strokes.

One perplexing question, however, deciding which pa-
tients are the right candidates for the procedure. Oddly enough,
for some unclogging arteries isn’t always the best option.

“Is the patient at a stage of stroke where you’re going to
hurt them by pulling a clot out, or show benefit?” asks Dr.Wal-
ter Koroshetz of the National Institutes of Health. “It’s good
we have devices. Now we have to learn how to use them.”
● [DM 5476]

Never Say Never
In a first known to medical science, anAustralian girl has spon-
taneously switched blood types to that of her liver donor. Faced
with imminent liver failure, the nine year old received a trans-
plant. Nine months later it was discovered that not only had her
blood type changed but that her immune system had switched
to that of her donor after stem cells from the new liver migrated
to her bone marrow.

What doctors obviously want to know now is whether the
same kind of transformation can be replicated in other trans-
plant patients.
● [DM 5477]

what’s new

8
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J. Catalona
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RSNA’s ’07 Attendance Up Again, Interna-
tional Visitors Big Plus
Though veteran observers thought attendance was a bit off
from previous years, The Radiological Society of NorthAmer-
ica’s (RSNA) 93rdAnnual Meeting, last November in Chicago,
attracted a record 62,501 total attendees.

The meeting posted all-time highs in several categories in-
cluding professional and international registration. Fueled by
the meeting’s enhanced educational offerings along with a fa-
vorable exchange rate on the dollar, international attendance
was up 7 percent in 2007, totaling 8,792.

“The increase in professional registrants was primarily
from outside North America. The currency exchange rate and
a modest increase of available hotel rooms are plausible rea-
sons for the favorable increment,” said Steve Drew, RSNAAs-
sistant Executive Director for Scientific Assembly and
Informatics.
● [DM 5378]

CMS Proposes Payment Plan to Long Term
Care Hospitals
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) have
issued a proposed payment rule designed to assure that long-
term care hospitals (LTCHs) continue to receive appropriate
payment for services provided, at the same time creating in-
centives to provide more efficient care to Medicare beneficiar-
ies. LTCHs are a type of acute care hospital that treats some of
Medicare’s most severely ill or medically complex patients.
The new policies and payment rates would apply to services
provided to individuals who are discharged from these hospi-
tals on or after July 1, 2008.
● [DM 5386]

Tesla’s Fictional Life
As Strange as the
Real One
It’s probably not a summer beach
read but Eryn Loeb’s The Invention
of Everything Else (HoughtonMif-
flin), a fictionalized account of vi-
sionary inventor Nikola Tesla’s last
week on earth, would figure to have
strong appeal to DMBN readers.

Tesla was a Serbian inventor,
physicist, mechanical and electri-
cal engineer celebrated for his
revolutionary contributions to har-

nessing electricity and magnetism. His patents are the basis for
alternating current (AC) systems and the SI unit measuring
magnetic flux density, widely known as the manetic field. The
tesla was named in his honor in 1960 at the Conférence
Générale des Poids et Mesures in Paris. He’s been labeled “the
man who invented the twentieth centurty “ and “the patron saint
of modern electricity.”

As the novel reveals, much of Tesla’s research bordered
on pseudosciences and paid homage to UFOs and new age oc-
cultism. Tesla was also said to have invented a “death ray” and
had a love affair with a pigeon. That said, the novel has gar-
nered rave reviews and seems particularly relavent to the
DMBN crowd.
● [DM 5479]

Chronic Pain Bad for the Brain
Brain scans of people in chronic pain reveal constant activity in
areas that should normally be at rest. Researchers at North-
western University suggest such results from a new study could
explain why pain patients have higher rates of depression, anx-
iety and other disorders.

Chronic pain seems to alter the way people process infor-
mation that is unrelated to pain since enduring it for long peri-
ods of time affects brain function in response to even minimally
demanding tasks, it was reported in the Journal of Neuroscience.

In healthy people, certain regions of the brain take over
during a resting state, something known as a default mode net-
work. When a person performs a task, this network quiets
down. That’s not apparently the case for people with chronic
pain. Findings suggest a chronic pain patient’s brain is altered
by the persistent pain in a manner reminiscent of other neuro-
logical conditions associated with cognitive impairments.
● [DM 5478]

9

The Invention of
Everything Else
(Houghton Mifflin)
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Probably not yet, though data
from the system’s economic
monitors is open to widely
varying interpretation, much
of it ugly.

But whatever a hospitals’ woes—
and there are plenty—it doesn’t rival the
upheaval, thanks in large part to DRAre-
imbursement cuts, felt by independent
imaging and allied healthcare centers.

In fact, many larger hospitals have

enjoyed a building boom in recent years,
much of it to house new imaging equip-
ment that then figures prominently in
well-funded and extremely competitive
marketing campaigns to aquire even
more imaging business.

However, for every hospital transi-
tioning from big to bigger, there’s an-
other closing its doors, usually at a rate
of about once every ten days or so.

With a classic “only the strong sur-

vive” mentality, many hospitals are con-
tributing to the financial problems beset-
ting independent centers. Hospitals under
pressure to gain revenue are using their
muscle to compete for business that oth-
erwise keeps alternative centers afloat.

Meanwhile, smaller, community
based hospitals are either shutting down
or being absorbed by regional and na-
tional powerhouses.

As for DRA cuts, some would say
it’s been a nightmare.

“Hospitals are regulated and get
their rate but imaging centers don’t,”

Hospitals, Independent
Healthcare Centers

Feel the Pain
By Colby Coates

Is it Code Blue for America’s hospitals?
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says Rob Manetta, vp, operations, Nationwide Imaging Serv-
ices, Inc. Over the next six to eight months, Manetta believes,
change will continue apace in the independent imaging space.
It will be a period marked by mergers, acquisitions, consolida-
tions and the posting of “closed forever” signs to independent
centers’ doorways.

In fact, there’s quite a debate about what, if anything, can
be done to stem the high failure rate of these facilities, as evi-
denced by emails that have been circulating among the pre-
owned sales and service set.

The campaign, such as it is, urges all interested parties to
petition the House and the Senate to repeal DRA cuts for a
two-year period, allowing further analysis of the cuts’ eco-
nomic impact.

“Ask that they (Congress) vote on these bills as soon as
possible before there is no early diagnostic testing available
outside a hospital setting,” urges one email.

“We need to be proactive,” says Pamela King, JP Interna-
tional. “Is there a surplus of centers? Probably, but the whole
matter is not as simple as it looks.”

King’s seen proof of that from emails from fellow med-
ical equipment executives, some of whom eschew this grass-
roots effort to overturn or modify the cuts. Instead, some
executives argue that market forces will determine who sur-
vives and that a shakeout of weaker players is positive, making
for healthier business climate for those left standing.

Boom and Bust Cycle
Still, riding out boom and bust cycles is no small accomplish-
ment. It’s a concern for any company in the healthcare indus-
try, no matter its size or financial resources.

Hospitals and imaging centers aren’t the only sector that’s
feeling the squeeze. Estimates vary, of course, but the OEMs’
sales were said to be off anywhere from 20-35 percent in 2007.

“It’s industry wide,” says John Desch, appointed to a
newly created executive sales solutions post at Philips. “Some
things are out of our control but we’re addressing it and we’re
changing how we go to market.”

One bugaboo dealer/brokers are facing: plenty of near
new equipment from failed centers is becoming available to
them but, at the same time, there’s a diminishing number of
buyers ready to trade up or replace aging product. Says Na-
tionwide’s Manetta, “with the number of independent centers
shrinking, sales of new equipment is down.” In theory, how-
ever, that should be somewhat positive for those selling used
product, often at one-third to more than one-half the cost of
new equipment.

While hospitals have fared better than independent centers
under DRA, what looms for many is far from comforting. Over
a year ago independent researchers released a report detailing
ominous trends that still prevail.

For example, experts predict a shortage of 150,000-200,000
beds nationwide by 2012 because of profitability issues.
(Source: J.D. Powers, JHACO, Hospital & Health Networks.

Among the report’s other conclusions:
1) Bottom line performance is not improving, as cost cutting

policies are not working. While hospitals have been going out
of business at a rate of one hospital every 8 days for the last 30
years, a bankruptcy trend has been accelerating since 2005.

2) Cutthroat competition has become a way of life.

3) The public is losing confidence in hospitals. Approximately
35 percent of patients indicate they would not return to the same
hospital, with 41 percent unable to recommend a hospital to
their family.

4) Staff satisfaction is low. Nursing shortages could run to
nearly 1 million nationwide in less than five years. There are
also looming shortages of pharmacists, lab technicians, and
other technical employees.

5) Medical malpractice has grown at an annual rate that’s 30
percent faster than for all other U.S. tort cases. The average
malpractice settlement has more than quadrupled over the past
couple of decades.

All in all, not an especially pretty sight, and one whose inten-
sity varies depending on a hospital’s location and existing
legislation.

11

continued on page 40



T
he International Association of
Medical Equipment Remar-
keters & Servicers (IAMERS) is
putting a labeling system in
place for used medical equip-

ment in the U.S.
The voluntary program will issue

identifying labels for equipment accord-
ing to established categories. Companies
selling the equipment will be required to
sign documentation verifying the condi-
tion of each piece of equipment accord-
ing to these categories:
• As Is, Where Is
• Refurbished
• Cosmetically Enhanced, or
• Remanufactured

The impetus for the IAMERS equip-
ment labeling initiative is to promote
quality and standards through industry

controls as opposed to government regu-
lation. IAMERS is being proactive to
manage the process, according to Diana
Upton, the organization’s president.

“The FDAhas been suggesting for a
long time that we do something like
this,” she said. “My belief is that, in the
absence of us doing it, they’d eventually
be telling us how to do it.”

The industry initiative is satisfactory
to the agency, which is charged with en-
suring quality despite limited resources.
“They have already been briefed and
they are very happy with what we’ve
done,” Upton said of the FDA response.
“It is a totally unregulated situation and I
believe the goal of the FDA is to get the
pre-owned sector to have the same kind
— or close to the same kind — of con-
straints that OEMs do.”

IAMERS is striving to make the

program as uncomplicated as possible.
The group is ironing out the legal lan-
guage on forms that members will be re-
quired to sign before getting their
equipment labels. The organization will
keep a database of all equipment so la-
beled. The topic will be discussed fur-
ther, and the FDA will attend, the
IAMERS annual meeting May 2-3, 2008
in Charleston, SC.

IAMERS Equipment Label-
ing Initiative Categories
•As Is, Where Is. “As is,where is” systems
are unchanged.These systems are typically
deinstalled from the hospital/clinic and are
then crated and shipped to the buyer. Noth-
ing else is done to the system.

•Refurbished. Refurbished systems re-
tain their original identity and are essen-
tially repaired and/or upgraded in a
manner which could be achieved by
field service personnel or in a facility ca-
pable of such repairs or upgrades. Refur-
bished systems include those systems
which have received software upgrades
or basic improvements consistent with
the life cycle of the product. The system
complies with the original level of func-
tion and at least meets the original OEM
defined specifications or the OEM spec-
ified path for upgrades. This is consis-
tent with the extended life cycle as
proposed by the OEM.

• Cosmetically Enhanced. The system
is basically as is, where is; but has been
painted and/or cosmetically improved.
However, no repairs or upgrades have
been done.

• Remanufactured. Remanufactured
systems would be newly built systems
using rebuilt, repaired or new parts which
allow the system to perform substantially
different than the original system. This
category, however, will rarely apply to
IAMERS members and their equipment.

For further information: visit
www.iamers.org
● [DM 5526]
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IAMERS Takes Leadership Role to Label
UsedMedical Equipment By Barbara Kram
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M
ost hospitals rely on vendors
or in-house staff to provide
training for new software sys-
tems.

But there is another way.
CCT Solutions, Ltd. has a different

approach to training hospital staff to use
clinical software.

The company, founded in 2005 and
based in New York, trains thousands of
clinicians on physician order entry pack-
ages, nursing documentation, and other
applications.

“We are just training and education
focused and not responsible for the soft-
ware that the hospitals have already pur-
chased or the support of the system or
the configuration,” explains Mike Mc-
Calman, CCT Program Manager. “We
feel the price that we can offer hospitals
that may not have their own internal ed-
ucation entities is much less than a hos-
pital might pay a vendor to come on
board and train hospital staff affected by
that new software deployment.”

Some of the HIT software that CCT
specializes in includes Cerner and IDX
physician order entry and RN documen-

tation; Siemens medication administra-
tion checker; Meditech bar code scan-
ning and bedside verification software;
SoftMed electronic signature authenti-
cation; Eagle and ADT admissions, dis-
charge, and transfer applications; and
GroupWise email.

Usually, the company trains a core
group of instructors and gets training in-
formation from the vendor and informa-
tion systems community. Instructors
include some lay people along with cli-
nicians such as doctors in residence with
gaps in their schedules, researchers or
those who want to keep up with automa-
tion trends. CCT keeps costs down by
recruiting local clinicians and instructors
near clients’ facilities and shaving oper-
ating costs.

“We save every penny possible be-
cause we’re a small company and a new
company,” McCalman says. “It’s all
about finding the right people. Once we
dedicate a team, whether it’s former
classroom instructors or unit support,
our job gets a lot easier.”

The company’s client list includes
hospitals and big health groups such as

Continuum Health Partners, an umbrella
for several New York hospitals; Green-
wich Hospital in Connecticut, Albert
Einstein Medical Center in Philadelphia;
Valley Health System in New Jersey,
Tampa General Hospital, and Seton
Medical Center, Austin, TX.

“Outsourced education, to folks
who may not be expert on the product,
is a fairly new model for a lot of hospi-
tals. But they’re willing to take the
gamble because of the financial pres-
sures that most institutions have been
feeling for the last five to ten years,”
McCalman says.

The company is capable of provid-
ing training on a roll-out or facility-wide
basis as needed. Ongoing unit support is
also provided.

The decision to use CCT’s services
is made early on in the contractual
process when choosing the software.
And the company’s track record speaks
for itself. “We have never been turned
away. All the clients have asked us
back,” McCalman says.
● [DM 5527]

Hospitals Seek
New Approach
to Training

By Barbara Kram
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Butthe trifecta of OEMs, refur-
bishers and broker/dealers is
the engine that’s driving the
medical trailer business.

Among the fundamental economic
conditions which the three have to cope
with: increasingly stringent installation
and service demands by the OEMs man-
ufacturing the imaging devices; the pres-
sure of DRAcuts on independent imaging
centers; evolving imaging technology re-
quiring highly specialized mobile trans-
portation; the hospital communities’need
to provide sophisticated and expensive
technology in a cost effective manner,
which often means sharing equipment
with neighboring facilities on a rotating
basis and export considerations.

Trailers range in size from 53 feet,
suite sized ones with slide outs and in
some cases even hot labs and ready to
receive a machine to those no bigger
than a small camper. Fully equipped,
brand new trailers set to house certified
OEM MRIs or CTs can sell for as much
as $450,000; smaller rv types for mam-
mography and ultrasound, for example,
are in the $100,000 plus category, with
client specifications determining the
final tab.

Such lofty prices have generated a
growing specialty field of medical trailer
refurbishing, creating a subset of com-
panies, large and small, dedicated to re-
building entire trailers or providing spot
service, maintenance and repairing of in-

dividual components. Medical trailer re-
furbishers often rebuild trailers to house
MRI, CT or mammography equipment,
usually at one-third the cost of a brand
new piece.

The new and refurbished mobile
medical business is a bright growth area
in an industry that’s seen the equipment
manufacturers sales slump over the past
couple of years.

And despite economic pressures
which force thousands of manufacturing
jobs overseas, producing and refurbish-
ing medical trailers is still mostly an
American industry. The top four medical
manufacturers, along with the fully-cer-
tified trailer refurbishing companies, are
US based, all in sprawling facilities

Medical Trailers:
Normally, three’s a crowd...
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housing their own welding, painting and air conditioning bays.
Oshkosh Specialty Vehicles, based in Harvey, IL, is ac-

knowledged as the market share leader among manufacturers,
with Medical Coaches, Inc., Oneonta, NY (the first and oldest),
Ellis & Watts International, Batavia, OH and Calutech Med-
ical Solutions, Hammond, IN the other major players. `

Medical trailers aren’t simply four-walled trucks with
equipment inside. Technology’s cutting-edge demands require
interiors able to include onboard generators, water cooling and
air conditioning systems, fully contained lighting heating, com-
puter workstations and storage. Because these mobile units,
once parked, have to serve as stand-alone medical operations,
steel and aluminum chassis must be first rate. Specialized
shielding requirements based on the modality is another huge
consideration, as is ensuring an area both visually attractive
and medically efficient.

In addition, mobile trailer manufacturers must then pass
muster with the top equipment OEMs who then certify, or not,

the manufacturers ability to install MRI, PET/CT, mammogra-
phy or other sensitive systems.

While several metrics exist for measuring medical trailer
manufacturers such as volume of trailers made, plant size, num-
bers of employees, the key marker is OEM certification by GE,
Philips, Siemens, Toshiba among others.

Getting certified is costly and demanding and means not
only meeting all OEM requirements, but getting the OEM to
agree that your facility is capable of doing the job. Each OEM
has separate divisions that select which companies they want to
handle installation and refurbishing.

Profiling the Trailer OEMs
Oshkosh Specialty Vehicles, a $140 million operation, was
established in 1991 as AK Associates before merging with
Calumet and Oshkosh. It is, the company says, the only
trailer manufacturer certified to install GE, Siemens and
Philips MRI, CT, and PET/CT medical equipment in all
modalities. Over the years the company has developed an in-
novative water chiller/air conditioning system, was the first
to mobilize digital mammography vehicles, and is often the
first manufacturer selected to install a new equipment from
a brace of the OEMs.
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Philips Achieva 3.0T X-Series Mobile MRI
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GE, in particular, has signaled that Oshkosh is their pre-
ferred installer for all of its mobile scanning equipment.Accord-
ing to Mike Bamrick, national sales manager, Oshkosh’s
certification track record causes some to believe GE only allows
Oshkosh to install its equipment in trailers, even though that’s
not true. “However, because we are the only ones certified for
every system, most people prefer us when having GE equipment
installed.” And he said, “We stand behind our product with the
largest customer service and support team in the industry.”

Oshkosh turns out 125 new coaches a year, 90 percent of
travel to hospitals and medical centers in the U.S. Within its
110,000 square foot plant, 20 to 25 medical trailers are assem-
bled at one time from the wheels up in about two months time,
though special situations can also mean as quickly as two
weeks. Oshkosh has its own welding team, electrical team,
flooring experts, chassis and super-structure experts, painting
bay and signage team.

Medical Coaches, which opened its doors in 1949, was
built on the back of a large order to the Cuban government.

“My grandfather was a minister who helped people secure
medical treatment,” Geoffrey Smith, president, explains. “And
my dad, Ian Smith, always wondered why someone didn’t just
put their medical offices on wheels. Medical Coaches, which he
created, fulfilled this life-long dream.”

Medical Coaches has 200,000 square feet of manufacturing
space at two facilities, 100,000 at its Oneonta, NY site, another
100,000 in Albany, OR. It is certified for Siemens MRI,

PET/CT and CT, on GE’s PET/CT (although not GE MRIs). It
is capable of working on 10MRI or PET/CT installations at any
one time, according to Smith, who adds, “We also build a vari-
ety of other special purpose vehicles that are in production.”
Medical Coaches says it can turn-around a trailer in 30 days.

While Oshkosh is justifiably proud of its close ties with
GE, Medical Coaches touts its history and custom design.

“What makes us different is our attitude toward our
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THE ULTIMATE COMPLIMENT
“It Looks Just Like New” • “I Thought ItWas New” • “WOW!,This is Nice!”

A super satisfied customer is what we strive for, and quotes like these make
it all worth while. We’ve redefined the term “Value Added” –

and we do it for one-third the price of new!

If your mobile needs a make-over, or you have a special project in mind,
we want to talk to you. Give us a call! You won’t regret it.

847-625-6280 • 205 Old Skokie Road,Waukegan, IL 60085
kesinc@usa.net • www.kingequipmentservices.com

KING Equipment Services, Inc.
“Where refurbished equipment shines.”
BUY • SELL • TRADE • STORE • CONSIGN

Mobiles for Sale, Rent, or Trade
CT trailers our specialty
Also: MRI, PET, PET/CT & Nuclear
Refurbished and reconfigured

Refurbishing/Painting
Complete interior-exterior work
Mechanical, brakes, DOT certification
Large Vehicle Painting
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product,” Smith says. “We began as a company that built its
mobile trailers as medical trailers from the start. We don’t (re-
work) over-the-road trailers.”

Medical Coaches works closely with Siemens, GE and
Philips. Smith says, “all mobile vendors must have certification
to build specific products to receive support from the OEMs,”
since, “they’ve decided their equipment can only operate in a
properly designed and tested mobile environment that is under
their control.”

Like other manufacturers, Medical Coaches does the entire
installation of all OEM equipment, involving placing the modal-
ity unit in the trailer, bolting it down, running the cable required,
and making the electrical connections. The individual OEM does
the final calibration, turning on the equipment, calibrating and ad-
justing so it works properly.

The company is rightly proud, Smith says, that it was the first
trailer OEM to be certified through Lloyd’s Register Quality As-
surance. Its resultant ISO 9001 certification, he says, is an inter-
nationally-recognized standard “that levels the playing field for
smaller companies like ours to deal with the industry giants of the
world.” In that vein, Medical Coaches, which does not rent or
lease its trailers, has scored sales in 110 countries.

Ellis & Watts Mobile Medical, located in Batavia, Ohio, in-
stalls MRI, CT, PET/CT, and mammography systems into trail-
ers. E&W also builds and sells trailers for disaster recovery
services, military and other equipment applications. In its 180,000
square feet of manufacturing space, E&W also builds water
chillers for use with medical equipment. In an eight-week period,
E&W can build four trailers that carry some certification for se-
lected modalities from the OEMs.

“We work with leasing companies, particularly those of the
medical equipment manufacturers, to provide our customers with
attractive acquisition solutions,” says E&W’s Bob Freudenberger.
The company specializes in custom add-ons, including sinks, fire
suppression systems, additional storage cabinets, different door
configurations, and so on. E&W says its trailers set themselves
apart from the competition as a result of attention to better envi-
ronmental control.
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Other E&W features: sliding doors
that allow more interior space in the op-
erator’s room, lower compartment doors
that last longer due to one-piece alu-
minum construction and durability be-
cause it uses more fasteners in
construction. “When refurbishing E&W
products, we also provide manuals, dia-
grams, and use genuine replacement
parts,” Freudenberger says.

While only about 10 percent of
E&W trailers make it oversees, it’s quite
a different picture at Calutech Solutions,
the newest of the mobile trailer manu-
facturers, which opened its doors in
2001 in Hammond, IN. More than half
the company’s sales are overseas.

“In 2005, we sold one mammogra-
phy trailer to Saudi Arabia,” says sales
manager Michael Hardesty. “Since then,
we’ve sold a CT to Russia and the UAE
and have about 15 other leads overseas.”

In fact, Hardesty’s just back from
Dubai, where Calutech delivered a
mammography trailer at theArab Health
Show, attended by 50,000 visitors.

Calutech can handle nine trailers in
production at any one time, with five
more in the wings outside its 47,000
square foot facility. While Hardesty says
the trailer company is number three in
units shipped, “We are number one in
mammography trailer sales.” Calutech is
certified to install some Siemens,
Philips and Hologic equipment but is
still working to attain certification in cer-
tain GE systems. “The key issue for all
medical trailer manufacturers,” Hardesty
says, “is that the OEMs certify your in-
stallation.”

DRA’s Impact Affects
OEMs, Refurbishers
All four trailer manufacturers note some
impact from the Deficit Reduction Act
of 2005, which took effect January 1,
2007. It mandates reductions in
Medicare reimbursement for imaging at
free-standing facilities and doctors of-
fices, aiding the refurbishing end of the
business by stimulating demand from

hospitals absorbing patients who once
turned to independent facilities.

Many agree huge savings can be
achieved by buying a refurbished trail-
ers. But, Hardesty cautions, “if you are a
large image scanning company, you
probably would not want a fleet of used
equipment because the downtime for re-
pairs is greater.”

However, as Medical Coach’s
Smith notes, “Good deals and good
equipment are a profitable match that
funnel funds to a seller for new upgrades
and can offer high tech diagnostics for
under-served areas of the country.” On
the other hand, Smith says, “Bad deals
and bad equipment are a disaster be-
cause uncontrolled and uncertified refur-
bishers are rarely qualified to perform
extensive refurbs.”

Which is why, he says, “The indus-
try has to have some form of self-regula-
tion, so the top vendors are all certified
by the top brand OEMs.”
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Inhospitals, clinics, imaging and other independent health
centers, doctor’s and dentist’s offices, university, big
pharma and other research facilities and yes, even medical
testing labs.
And it’s been that way forever.
The industry has a long history.Witness, for example, how

many times bubbling beakers and vials in alchemy labs figure
in the paintings of the Grand Masters. From the Renaissance
to the 21st Century, the lab has evolved from a place where
magic was once chased to a place that’s the backbone of sci-
ence and state-of-the-art medical treatment and diagnosis.

However, while every lab has different roles, goals and a
wildly varying assortment of equipment to achieve its assigned
tasks, what they collectively contribute is a bit of modern
magic. The JCAHO reports that almost 80 percent of the infor-
mation used for medical decision-making is made based on lab-
oratory findings. That’s impressive, not to mention a defining

statement about lab equipment’s crucial role in medicine.
Technological advances in the industry, meanwhile, have

created a range of new or modified products, mostly ensuring
a robust marketplace for new and refurbished equipment.
Nonetheless, there are times when equipment sales can still be
affected by the economy’s overall health.

Lab equipment includes professional and scientific instru-
ments for measuring, testing, analyzing and controlling along
with sensors and accessories, optical instruments (microscopes)
and lenses, medical, surgical and dental equipment, furniture,
the list is endless.As befitting such panoply of product, the en-
vironment for servicing and selling new and refurbished labo-
ratory equipment is competitive and always evolving

Since the importance of lab equipment is only slightly less
than that of the staff that uses it, replacing or servicing a lab’s
contents affects many areas of an organization including fi-
nance, workflow, staffing and patient care.

Lab equipment. It’s everywhere. By Joan Trombetti

From ALCHEMY
to State of the ART

Treatment and Diagnosis,

LABS RULE Through the Ages
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Who are the Industry
Drivers in the Laboratory
Equipment Business?
In the laboratory, there are layers upon
layers of clinical procedures and tests
that must be performed using a myriad
of machines from autoclaves to x-ray
fluorescence analyzers. There are indus-
try drivers who take the front seat in pro-
viding the best new and refurbished
laboratory equipment from the leading
manufacturers. Along with selling labo-
ratory equipment, many also handle re-
pairs, routine maintenance, calibration
and certification on all types of instru-
ments and equipment.

For example, Block Scientific, Inc.,
Nutley, NJ carries many categories of
new and refurbished equipment includ-
ing blood gas, electrolyte, chemistry, im-
munology, hematology, coagulation,
microbiology, urinalysis and more. Peter
Will, General Manager, says Block of-
fers clinical diagnostic equipment for all
laboratory divisions and supports this
equipment with reagents, spare parts and
consumables.

In assessing the state of the lab busi-

ness, Will suggests
that in the interests
of efficiency and
productivity, buying
and selling lab
equipment online
will only continue to
gain in popularity.
“Many labs are turn-
ing to the Internet
for support, and
Block Scientific will
soon have the ability
to streamline online
purchases,” he says.

Proper service of labora-
tory equipment is crucial
As with most sophisticated and delicate
pieces of medical equipment, much of
what’s found in the lab demands proac-
tive maintenance.

Certified Biomedical Consultants,
Inc. (CBC), Pompano Beach, FL, serv-
ices and sells refurbished laboratory
equipment for commercial labs, clinics
and hospitals that use SYSMEX products
– hematology and coagulation analyzers.

Company president John Necaise
says all lab equipment eventually wears
out, but routine upkeep is essential to in-
creasing uptime and MTBF (mean time
between failures). Necaise says such
maintenance is key to maintaining lab
equipment in a satisfactory operating
condition and to detect and correct incip-
ient failures either before they occur or
before they develop into major defects.
“CBC inspects, replaces, cleans, cali-
brates to the manufacturer’s specifica-
tion and lubricates all equipment,” says
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A Medeq rebuilt door for lab equipment.
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Necaise. “We also include performance assurance and safety
testing.” As for what requires the most service, Necaise be-
lieves that hematology equipment is more maintenance inten-
sive than coagulation.

Billy W. Dean, VP, Sales and Marketing at Medequip En-
gineering Service, Inc., Central Point, OR, agrees with Necaise
about the importance of regular maintenance for lab equipment.

“Routine maintenance always affects the MTBF ratio of
any equipment,” Dean says, reminding that as technology be-
comes more sophisticated, both user and preventive mainte-
nance becomes more and more critical.

“High tech equipment usually does not wear out. Instead it’s
overtaken and becomes obsolete. Lower technology equipment
does wear out, but it usually has a much longer life expectancy
than the high tech equipment,” Dean says. Pointing to a new or
refurbished steam sterilizer as an example, the Medquip exec
suggested that, “Depending on usage and proper maintenance, a
steam sterilizer should have an expected life of at least 20 years.
The control technology of the sterilizer may be obsolete in ten
years, but the unit will still be
a functional sterilizer for years
after that.”

At R-V Industries, Honey
Brook, PA, where the com-
pany produces Beta Star steril-
izers, manufactures ASME
code vessels and celebrates
that it’s one of a select few in
the Commonwealth to be rec-
ognizedwith OSHA’s SHARP
safety certification, the empha-
sis is on testing, the environ-
ment and helping customers to
lower operating costs.

Marketing manager Robert Hamm says the company’s
testing facilities are unique in that it uses a water reclamation
system, The EnviroVac. “Facility water consumption is a major
factor when choosing an autoclave,” says Hamm. He feels that
routine maintenance programs are designed around a calendar
year and take into account lubricating, cleaning and rebuilding
or replacing worn out parts.

Building an entire laboratory
One way to stock a lab is according to need, piece-by-piece,
purchase-by-purchase.

But Med/Tech, Cambridge, MAoften builds labs—analyt-
ical, clinical, and environmental or research—from the ground
up, relying mainly on refurbished product.

“Aclient locates a suitable site and informs us as towhat they
want to do testing wise and we do an analysis,” says company
president Elaine Henkin. “The site is customized in everything
from the placement of benches and workstations to recommend-
ing what type of equipment should go in the lab and where it
should go,”All of the equipment thatMed/Tech sells is refurbished
tomeet or exceedmanufacturers specifications, unless specifically
requested, “as is.” MedTech, like many suppliers, offers a one-

year Preventative Maintenance contract.
Although Henkin admits DRA has affected the lab equip-

ment business, she remains optimistic about future growth.
“There seems to be a turnaround recently, perhaps more
optimism.”

TheMed/Tech chief also reminds that matching equipment
to the individual lab’s demands is a straightforward way to con-
trol costs. For example, the analyzers that save the most money
are appropriate to the particular tests each lab performs and, of
course, the volume. Henkin also says to always factor in the
cost of reagents into each lab’s budget.

For Maureen Muscato, a broker for Mayflower Equipment
Company, Carver, MA, more than 75 percent of her business is
in lab equipment.

“I buy all types of laboratory equipment from all types of
facilities,” she says. Mayflower buys chemistry, hematology,
histology and analytical equipment. Although Muscato says
that she does not set up labs, she provides equipment to spe-
cialty dealers. In her experience, the most popular laboratory

equipment seems to be chem-
istry analyzers and hematology
analyzers. Muscato feels Hi-
tachi equipment is most in de-
mand, retaining strong resale
value as well.

“Although the market
changes day to day in every-
thing from lab equipment to sur-
gical equipment, for example, it
has been my experience that
laboratory equipment does hold
its value,” she concludes.

That’s particularly true of
refurbished product says Richard Szkocny, Eastern European
manager, Sysmed Lab, Inc., a Chicago based refurbisher and
broker. And Szkocny knows whereof he speaks: Sysmed’s re-
furbished sales out pace new by 65 percent to 35 percent.

Current trends driving the laboratory
equipment market
Rising costs and time-to market demands are key drivers in
today’s laboratory equipment market. And labs are always
looking for new ways to become more efficient and reliable.
But industry veteran are quick to point out that cost control
does not come at safety’s expense. Most labs are always look-
ing for ways to improve worker safety, at the same time taking
advantage of a continual stream of advances in lab equipment.

One company that clearly is preoccupied with those two is-
sues is Hettich Instruments, Beverly, MA, and a division of
Hettich GmbH & Company, Tuttlingen, Germany. It has more
than 200 patents in its name, including the first micro-proces-
sor-controlled centrifuges and the development of the first ro-
botically integrated centrifuges to its credit.

Moreover, Hettich is unique because its centrifuge is aboard
the Human Research Facility (HRF) of the Destiny Laboratory
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A crowded market reflects complexity of digital
medical imaging management By Barbara Kram

The market for PACS, like
the technology itself, is a
dizzying constellation of re-
sources. It’s hard to say
which is more compli-

cated—the healthcare system’s multiple
databases of digital images and informa-
tion, or the marketplace of companies
offering these systems and services.

PACS—PictureArchiving and Com-
munication Systems—includes the com-
puters and servers, software and networks
that manage medical images from all
modalities. Many interfaces and applica-

tions link to PACS including technologies
to convert the images to the DICOM stan-
dard, enhancement and visualization soft-
ware, high-definition monitors, backup
data and storage systems, relational data-
bases, gateways and software to share and
protect images, brokers andprograms and
applications to synch with RIS (Radiol-
ogy Information Systems) and HIS (Hos-
pital Information Systems), along with
lab systems, EMR, and so on.

DOTmed estimates PACS to be
about a $1 billion market. But the sector
is in flux with companies merging in

order to offer a full range of health IT so-
lutions combining RIS (scheduling, re-
ferrals, reports, etc.) and PACS (medical
images and associated patient informa-
tion). Most nNotably last fall GE ac-
quired Dynamic Imaging, known for its
web-based system.

“Dynamic Imaging specialized in
outpatient imaging centers [OIC] and
community hospitals. That was the mar-
ket we always wanted to be in because
our initial market was all towards aca-
demic, large enterprise [customers],”
says Vijay Tanjore, Senior Marketing

Thinking Systems PACS/RIS
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Manager, GE Healthcare. The company has close to 1,000
PACS sites worldwide. “Our product [their flagship is Centric-
ity] was more sophisticated—a lot of bells and whistles—so
going into OIC, it’s hard to take a product and skinny it down….
We wanted to really give a product that fits that market.”

Another prominent example of market shuffling was the
2005 merger of software specialist Cedara software with aptly
named Merge Healthcare, makers of a widely used radiology
workstation.

“Consolidations, acquisitions and mergers can leave cus-
tomers holding the bag,” cautions Douglas Dill, Director of
Marketing, DR Systems, San Diego, CA. He suggests choosing
a vendor that’s committed to PACS, perhaps a cost-effective,
smaller PACS company.

Industry insiders report a cooling at the upper end of the
market for big name systems, while opportunities abound to
sell more modest solutions to medium and small hospitals, im-
aging centers, and individual practitioners such as orthopedists.

It’s helpful to think of PACS as a traditional pyramid mar-
ket with high-end research and teaching hospitals at the peak.
In middle are the bulk of community hospitals and radiology
groups. Smaller facilities, imaging centers and practitioners are
at the base. While the entire top tier has PACS in some form,
sales opportunities lie in their upgrades, and in penetrating the
greater number of customers lower down on the pyramid that
need affordable solutions.

“Large OEMs at the top serve research institutions, which
all have PACS and are digital, but the middle- and low-end
market has opened up,” says J. Greg Perry, VP, Sales, Ameri-
can Medical Sales, Inc., Hawthorne, CA. The company offers
a gamut of PACS products including hardware and software,
workstations, archives, gateways and web solutions to small

hospitals, imaging centers, clinics and physicians. “We don’t
compete with brand names at the top but the growth in the mar-
ket is concentrated toward the bottom.”

“Most modern, large hospitals have PACS. But it might not
have been done as an enterprise-wide or department-wide solu-
tion, so there is a lot of churn and upgrading going on in the
hospital space,” notes Joe Maune, Director of Product Manage-
ment, Carestream Health, Inc. “As you get into some of the
smaller, rural hospitals, those have yet to be penetrated with
PACS implementation.” Carestream is noted for its complete
portfolio of KODAKCARESTREAMRIS and PACS offerings,
which can be integrated or purchased separately. Their system
includes advanced visualization tools built in so radiologists
don’t have to open other applications to use diagnostic software.

“Many large hospitals were early adopters and their sys-
tems are ripe for replacement,” observes Eric Mahler, Philips’
Director of Field Marketing for Radiology and Healthcare In-
formatics. “The technology has matured and solutions are faster
and better. The replacement opportunity is larger than net new
business.” He noted that the useful life of PACS hardware is
only about three years so Philips iPACS is priced to include a
hardware and software upgrade to give customers confidence
that costs won’t escalate as new features are needed. “Hospitals
are looking for more information, more robust, feature-packed
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Advanced Radiographic Systems Maintenance (Phase II) Mar 10-21 April 28 - May 9 June 16-27 Aug 4-15 Sept 22-Oct 3

Advanced Fluoroscopic System Maintenance (Phase III) April 7-18 July 7 - 18

Advanced Diagnostic Imaging System Analysis (Phase IV) Mar 3-14 J

PACS Engineer/Administrator Certification (Phase I) April 14-25 June 16-27 Sept 8-19

PACS Engineer/Administrator Certification (Phase II) April 28 - May 9

GE Advantx 1, Advantx E, Advantx/Legacy May 12-13 Aug 18-29

GE Proteus (JEDI Generator) May 5-9 Aug 4-8

GE AMX Portables (IV, IV+) April 7-11 June 9-13 Aug 11-15

Multi-Product C-Arm OEC 9600/9800 Mar 31- April 11 July 7-18

Philips Integris Cath Lab System April 14-25

Philips Generators Super CP/OM 2000/ OM CP April 7-11

Multi-Vendor (DMR +, 800T, M-IV Plat, 3000 Nova, Diamond) April 21- May 2 July 21 - Aug 1

Multi-Product GE (DMR, DMR+, 700T, 800T) May 12-23

Lorad M-IV Platinum, ACR Accreditation, MQSA J

Lorad Multicare Platinum J

Digital Mammography (GE SONOGRAPHE 2000D) Mar 3-14 June 2-14

Digital Mammography ( Hologic Selenia ) Mar 25-April 11 May 5-23 July 7-25 Sept 15-Oct 3

Multi-Vendor Ultrasound (Acuson Sequoia, ATL HDI 5000, HP 5500) Mar 25- April 4 June 16-27 Sept 8-19

Starting/Managing a Diagnostic Imaging Mar 31-April 3

Capital Asset Management Program

Networks, DICOM & PACS for Capital Asset Managers Mar 17-21

Servicing Computed Tomography (Phase I) J

Multi-Vendor CT (Phase II) (GE CT/i, Philips SR7000, Somatom 4+) Mar 25- April 4 June 16-27 Sept 22- Oct 3

Multi-Product CT GE Lightspeed Multi-slice April 28 - May 9

Bone Densitometry (GE Lunar Prodigy, Hologic 4500C) May 12-23 Aug 18-29

Laser Printers Kodak Dryview 8700, AGFA Drystar 3000/4500 May 19-23

Multi-Vendor CR AGFA ADC Compact, Kodak 800/900 series Mar 25-28 J

Principles of Servicing MRI May 12-23 Aug 18-29

Call Anna to Register
800-229-7784

RStudents and teachers outside the
Radiological Service Training Institute’s Educational Center in Solon, OH.



The Sky’s the Limit!
June July August September

June 2-13 July 21 - Aug 1 Sept 8-19

June 16-27 Aug 4-15 Sept 22-Oct 3

July 7 - 18

A July 21 - Aug 1

June 16-27 Sept 8-19

Aug 18-29

G Aug 4-8

G June 9-13 Aug 11-15

M July 7-18

July 21 - Aug 1

June 16-27 Aug 18-29

June 2-6 Sept 8-12

June 2-14

D May 5-23 July 7-25 Sept 15-Oct 3

M June 16-27 Sept 8-19

S

June 2-13 Sept 8-19

June 16-27 Sept 22- Oct 3

M

Aug 18-29

July 28- Aug 1

P Aug 18-29

RSTI
Our courses are custom
designed to meet your service
training needs.

You get the high-quality,
hands-on education critical
to maintaining most of
today’s advanced imaging
systems.

We offer courses for entry
level, intermediate, and
advanced service
professionals.

www.rsti-training.com

C

RSTI Training Center • 30745 Solon Road, Solon, OH 44139S chers outside the
R e’s Educational Center in Solon, OH.
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solutions and predictable cost,” he says.
Philips’ PACS is also compatible with
most other companies’ RIS, HIS, EMR
and other applications.

Room for Smaller Players
Many medium-sized and smaller compa-
nies are optimistic about market growth in
their PACS segments. Some feel that the
DRA reimbursement cuts to some imag-
ing centers have boosted the lower-end
PACS market since small providers are
seeking efficiencies.

“Last year was a slow capital pur-
chase year due to the DRA,” says Will
Martinez, President, Trident Imaging
Services, Santa Fe, TX. “Non-revenue
producing systems are usually put to-
ward the end of the list [of purchase pri-
orities]; 2008 should be a stronger year
for PACS since [the installed base] is
one year older and adjustments to the
DRA are normalizing.” Trident is a
Medlink dealer for CR, DR and PACS-
sells Cedara and ComPACS systems.

“Even without DRA, who doesn’t
need efficiency?” asks Scott Wasson,
President, CEO, Radiology Services
LLC, Evansville, IN, which sells PACS,
CR, DR and diagnostic imaging equip-
ment. “PACS is efficient and film is not.
The major PACS selling points are finan-
cial, ease of distributing images, space
requirements and quality control.”

“The primary driving factor for new
PACS system adoption is smaller clinics
and hospitals that need to become more
efficient with their image management.
They were unable to do this before be-
cause the PACS vendors in the past were
too costly for their budget,” says Jim
Wheeler, Director of, Business Develop-
ment, QStar Technologies Inc., Mary Es-
ther, FL. The company provides PACS
and email capture systems for the med-
ical market and archive storage manage-
ment products that help meet HIPAA
compliancy.

In addition to GE, other OEMs are
also becoming more nimble in efforts to
serve smaller customers. “Vendors used to
require that you buy all the hardware from
them because theywould heavilymark up
the margins and require you to purchase
it,” says JimMorgan, Director ofMarket-
ing for Network Systems, FujiFilm Med-
ical Systems USA. “We were the first
full-sized vendor that offered software
only. So we will give you a price with
hardware if you want us to furnish it, or
you can shop it on the open market and
buy your own if you can get a better deal.
We offer both.” The company serves cus-
tomers that do anywhere from 10 to 3,000
studies per day. “Our goal is to meet the
needs of the single box, up to a large
multi-site hospital chain.”

Some Key Decisions
Not all PACS systems are web-based, al-

though the internet predominates. Some
use on-site networks and servers.An ex-
ample would be a multi-specialty prac-
tice where the radiologists all come to
work each day and just need access from
computers within the facility. Other con-
figurationss are hybrids combining local
and widespread resources.

“Those that are web based are more
successful in the market. Those that are
not, are trying to morph their product to
web-based platforms. Or they are trying
to acquire companies that have a web
product,” suggests Morgan.

Some say that the internet is slower
and raises concerns over possible serv-
ice interruption, along with higher costs.
The degree to which you’ll need to share
images with referring physicians and
other radiologists will dictate configura-
tion. The internet affords easy access by
radiologists reading remotely with pri-
vacy compliance and encryption fully
secured. Referring physicians are read-
ily put in the loop, too. “That’s a very
big business benefit,” stresses Mahler.
“Referring physicians will send more
patients if they get results quickly.”

Of course pricing is the other criti-
cal consideration. It’s not possible to es-
timate how much a PACS system will
cost without factoring in the provider’s
scale in terms of number of clinicians,
administrators, workstations, modalities,
imaging studies, etc. Simple “PACS in a
box” solutions can cost in the $10,000 to
$200,000 range and are available and af-
fordable for small healthcare providers.

For example,ADDIS Systems—As-
sociated Direct Digital Imaging Systems,
Natick, MA, makes a standalone mini
DR/PACS combo. It’s a software and
hardware acquisition and storage pack-
age perfect for individual practitioners.
The product, priced up to $35,000, can
go “anyplace where they can put an up-
right bucky or mounted detector,” ac-
cording to President Edward Small.

Inclusive turnkey RIS/PACS solu-
tions with hardware including servers,
and software including dictation can run
from $200,000 into the millions. How-
ever, the pricing structure is typically
quite simple since most many PACS sys-
tems are priced by the study, known as
“price per click.”

One company that has bucked the
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price-per-click trend is NCS DataCom,
Inc., an online PACS solution provider
focused on small- to medium-sized im-
aging centers, small hospitals and radiol-
ogy practice groups. Their offering is
called perfect PACS. “This is priced at a
flat rate per system access, facility,
modality and reading physician. So it’s
not a per-click solution. It’s doesn’t get
more expensive if the client gets more
successful,” says Jeff McConocha, Chief
Technology Officer for the Cleveland,
OH company. “Most of the other PACS
providers charge per study. That’s con-
sidered a ‘per click’ because every time
you do work, you pay for it.We have dis-
covered that a lot of people in this mar-
ketplace would like to have more
budgetable cost control.” Merely increas-
ing the number of studies does not add
cost in the NCS plan, which was de-
signed by a radiologist. The costs would
increase only if a customer added a facil-
ity or access point that the company
would need to manage.

NovaRad Corporation doesn’t
charge per click either. “If customers
don’t want to purchase NovaPACS up
front because they are small hospitals
and can’t come up with the money, we
will give them a subscription-based
model where they pay for the software
on a monthly basis based on their image
load but the cost doesn’t change,” says
Vice President Paul Shumway.

Some trends to watch in the PACS
markets include ongoing mergers of RIS
and health IT vendors with PACS com-
panies so that they can offer integrated
solutions. The key here is that the prom-
ise of PACS to improve productivity de-
pends on how well it works with other
databases to truly speed workflow. Other
hot technologies include 3-D visualiza-
tion platforms and virtual reading envi-
ronments in which radiology groups
read for multiple facilities, supported by
the teleradiology capability of PACS.

“When people think of PACS, the
first thing they think about is the image
on a monitor but any company can do
that—you can download a free viewer
off the internet. That’s the easy part,”
says Lenny Reznick, Director of Enter-
prise Image and Information Systems,
Agfa HealthCare. “It’s really the integra-
tion and how you fit into the workflow

of the surroundings which makes it diffi-
cult and that’s what separates Agfa from
some of the other companies.” Agfa’s
IMPAX integrates advanced 3-D visual-
ization software from third parties such
as TeraeRecon for high-end university
hospitals.Agfa also offers its own visual-
ization products to smaller hospitals.
“One of the biggest differentiations we
have in our PACS product line is integra-
tion flexibility. We know we need to in-
tegrate with RIS, HIS and EMR but it
doesn’t stop there. It’s advanced 3D visu-
alization, desktop integration, dictation
and voice recognition systems, and criti-
cal test results management systems.”

Words to the Wise
To navigate the intricate PACS market
isn’t easy. Last year’s meeting of the Ra-
diological Society of North America in-
cluded 138 PACS exhibitors.

“It’s a jungle out there and you have
to be careful. There are a lot of products,
some are good, some not so good,” says
Mike Bushior, Owner,AdvancedMedical
XRay, Somers, CT. He suggests going
with a companywith local representatives
whowill be there when you need support.
And don’t forget training. “Everybody
talks about the IT person and that’s impor-
tant, but you really need a good applica-
tions person that knows the imaging side
not just the IT side,” Bushior says.

At the risk of oversimplifying, in-
dustry experts have told DOTmed that

many of the technical aspects of PACS
are similar from one high-tech product
to another.As a result, important distinc-
tions that affect the buying decision in-
clude the level of integration with
current RIS and HIS systems, the ven-
dor’s ability to map and migrate old im-
ages to the new system, and after-sales
support, among other finer points.

“PACS is the most complex sell of
all information products, involving clin-
ical, IT, administrative, regulatory and
other costs and operations,” says DR
Systems’Dill. The company, founded by
radiologists, offers an inclusive, cus-
tomized turnkey RIS/PACS system with
feature-rich software functionality
aimed at community hospitals and imag-
ing centers. “People think they need a
big name for a long-term relationship
but that’s not true. The OEMs’big ticket
item is the imaging modality. They bun-
dle PACS with the modality. They throw
it in free, so the customer thinks it is a
great deal but it’s not really. They may
be paying annual maintenance and not
have the interfaces they need. They think
adding vendors adds complexity and
cost but there is a high cost of ownership
if the system doesn’t adapt to the work
they need done.”

He noted that it could be a problem to
get software at a great price but then have
to do your own integration. “The percep-
tion is cost savings but…cost is burdened
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Get The Best Imaging Solutions
FOR LESS.

Comprehensive Professional Service for:
Ultrasound: GE, Siemens (Acuson), Philips (ATL, HP/Agilent),

Medison, and Toshiba
Nuclear: Philips (ADAC), GE, Siemens, including linearity

generation for Siemens Ecam
MRIs: GE — including shimming and ramping-up
CTs: GE — including tube replacement
Imaging System Sales: New and Pre-Owned – a quality selection
of Ultrasound, Nuclear, MRI, CT, X-ray, CR, DR and PACS

Trident Imaging Services
1909 Highway 646 North

Santa Fe, TX 77510

866-535-7717
wmartinez@tridentimaging.com



Foryears, mentioning the word
laser evoked an image of
James Bond, Auric Goldfin-
ger and the latter’s intent on
using one to carve 007 in half.

But times have changed. Today
lasers are used for healing not mayhem.

The word laser, incidentally, is an
acronym for light amplification by stimu-
lated emission of radiation. Applications
include: the removal of tumors and cysts,
sealing small blood vessels to prevent
blood loss, sealing lymph vessels in order
to alleviate swelling and stop the spread
of cancer cells, vision correction, vein ab-

lation, oral surgery and treating skin con-
ditions. In addition, lasers are used to treat
chest pain, ectopic pregnancy, en-
dometriosis, fibroid tumors, gallstones,
nosebleeds, ovarian cysts, ulcers and
many other disorders, diseases and condi-
tions.And given the inexorability of tech-
nological advances, experimentation and
research, the sky’s the limit on howmany
additional uses loom. The American So-
ciety for Laser Medicine, for example,
says that more than 50medical specialties
already employ the technology.

Doing Homework Important
Before Buying
There are, as you would expect of a tech-
nology driven discipline, a wide range
of lasers available for medical treat-
ments: the carbon dioxide (CO2) laser,
the Neodymium:yttrium-aluminum-gar-
net (Nd:YAG) laser, Dioxide and Pulsed
Dye lasers. Others include the Erbium,
Alexandrite, Plasma, Ruby and
Holmium lasers, all used either in med-

icine or cosmetics.
Scott Jacobs, Director of Business

Development, Nova Star Medical
Equipment, Livonia, MI says, “Like any
medium in the medical field, especially
pertaining to surgery, laser technical ad-
vances seem to be occurring on a daily
basis.” He added, “Laser technology is
truly amazing. Surgeons and trained
technicians are now able to do proce-
dures never thought possible with
greater speed, allowing for a much
quicker recovery time for patients.”

Nova Star’s right in the thick of the
competition, offering IPL (intense pulse
light), ND:YAG,Alexandrite, Pulse dye,
Diode, CO2, cellulite reduction systems
and microdermabraders.

As for doing the homework neces-
sary to just sort through Nova Star’s cat-
alog, Jacobs says laser buyers tend to
overbuy. “Doctors and spa owners need
to do more market research before they
go out and buy a top of the line laser or
IPL system.Many times they will be pay-
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ing for features they’ll never use or need.”
A piece of buyers’ remorse emerges

when the buyer gets a little too cute.
Buyers should understand that the aes-
thetic and cosmetic laser equipment
community is a very small one. When
customers play two or three companies
against one another, the equipment re-
sellers and brokers find out. End result
is the buyer ends up spending more
money in the long run. But if buyers are
up front with the company they choose
to work with from the start; they will get
what they want — at a price they want
to pay — without the headache. “This
allows for a new relationship where
trust won’t be an issue for future trans-
actions, and both buyers and sellers both
feel comfortable and everybody wins,”
says Jacobs.

That view is supported by Andrea
Pezzano, Director of International Mar-
keting, Sciton, Inc., Palo Alto, CA.
“Buyers tend to overlook the real capa-
bilities that a laser has to offer, and at
times they are confused or mislead by
the complexity of the technologies.”

One persistent question about the
sales and service of lasers is whether a
buyer has to be certified to purchase
equipment. Pezzano says it depends on
the state where the equipment is pur-
chased. As a matter of policy, Sciton
only sells to physicians. The company
believes that only a physician or a med-
ical practitioner under a physician’s su-
pervision should operate laser
equipment. Among Sciton’s top prod-
ucts, the ProfileT, high performance
laser system, includes up to five laser
and light modules and is available in
over 30 different configurations. It’s
used for skin peels, high-sped hair re-
duction, photorejuvenation, vascular,
pigmented lesions, acne, acne scars,
wrinkles and more.”

Opportunities Abound for
Laser Service Companies
With the laser market growing at an im-
pressive rate, the service side of the busi-
ness is burgeoning.

John Crownover, President, Laser
Scientific, Round Rock TX, says that
many laser buyers focus too much on

price and overlook service,
warranty and support after
the sale. “Lasers should be
regularly maintained accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s re-
quirements,” he says.
Regular maintenance mostly
guarantees that a physician
minimizes his exposure to li-
abilities. Plus, routine check
ups spot trouble before the
damage becomes too ex-
treme or costly.

Crownover suggests
that a typical maintenance
visit can cost as much as
$2000 (adding travel ex-
penses and time into the
equation). “While this may
seem costly,” he says, “when
compared to the cost of can-
celing and rescheduling 10-
20 patients, it’s quite
inexpensive.”

Laser Scientific designs
and manufactures products
for the cosmetic and aes-
thetic laser industry and pro-
vides on-site laser service
and repair supporting Lume-
nis/Coherent, Candela, GentleLASE,
GeltleLASE Plus and Laserscope to
name a few.

Service is the priority at JLJ United,

Inc., Austin TX, which focuses on three
separate areas of service. Company pres-
ident Geoffrey Loveless says his techni-
cians first ensure that all the components
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The Candela GentleYAG,
a popular MedSpa laser.
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are functioning according to the text-
book. Technicians then focus on the ma-
chine’s energy output and efficiency.
“We also make sure it’s properly cali-
brated,” says Loveless, adding that it’s
then restored to “like new” condition.

Loveless, another proponent of pre-
ventative maintenance, provides a pro-
gram that initially costs $1,500 and
includes calibrations set to OEM speci-
fications.

Mike Moreno, President, MedPro,
Inc. Marlton, NJ, is a stickler for pro-
cedure. And when it comes to refur-
bished cosmetic, medical and
ophthalmic lasers he says each one
should be calibrated and inspected be-
fore delivery to a customer.

“This is complicated technology,
and it is essential that it meets OEM
specs 100 percent upon delivery,” he
says. Moreno suggests manufacturers
should emphasize the importance of per-
forming routine maintenance on pre-
owned medical lasers. If practiced, most
major problems can be avoided.

MedPro sells pre-owned medical
aesthetic lasers and IPL devices. Moreno
says pre-owned lasers allow hospitals
and other facilities to improve patient
care and yet remain competitive by up-
grading existing equipment at reason-
able costs. He’s a big fan of the Internet,
which has allowed many companies to
reach physicians, plastic surgeons, der-

matologists, hospi-
tals, private practices
and clinics through-
out the globe who are
not only looking for
a greater selection of
equipment, but want
the reseller to pro-
vide an expanded
range of services like
logistics, recondi-
tioning and warranty extension.

Repairing exhausted
laser tubes
CO2 laser tubes can last anywhere from
10 to 20,000 hours depending on usage
and the volume of gas contained within
the laser tube. Typically, laser tubes
come with some type of reservoir to
maintain longevity, along with the
proper mixture of laser gases. Photovac
Laser, Grove City, OH, customize laser
tubes for automated applications, and
according to the company’s President,
Chris Zelich, “A used laser tube may be
regassed and/or rebuilt to like-new con-
dition and almost any core of a CO2
(Argon/Krypton) laser tube can be re-
manufactured to its original condition.”
Photovac Laser also offers accessories
including circuit boards, power supplies,
laser heads, computer-aided design and
“glass blowing”. “We support chemical
distillation and fiber optic extrusion

needs with our glass blowing services,”
says Zelich.

Blazing ahead in the field
of laser technology
Laser Energetics, Inc., Mercerville, NJ,
offers unique laser technology in which
the laser can be conductively air-cooled
to compete favorably against water
cooled lasers in cosmetic and dental
laser applications such as hair removal,
tattoo removal and teeth cleaning.

CEO, Robert D. Battis said that the
company is ramping up their develop-
ment and production capabilities for this
BrightStarTMAlexandrite laser system,
thanks to a $12 million dollar investment
from a company that Laser Energetics
has a relationship with. “This investment
allows us to bring both new technology
and refinements to our existing tech-
nologies to the market in a very rapid
fashion,” Battis says.

Baby Boomers Boost
Medi-Spa Industry
Because of the demand, particularly from
the baby boomer demographic, for cos-
metic laser treatments, competition in the
cosmetic equipment industry is stiff.

Prices for laser procedures and
equipment are on the defensive, en-
abling health spas, salons and other fa-
cilities to make laser treatments
available. It’s estimated that of the $2
billion plus spent annually on laser treat-
ments, about 40% goes for such cos-
metic procedures as hair removal and
skin resurfacing.

Baby boomers definitely are the
driving force in the medi-spa market.
According to the U.S. Medi-Spa Market
Report for 2007, in a little more than a
decade, the U.S. medi-spa market has

Karen Hawk, Vice President of Sales, MedPro.
“Buying pre-owned equipment sight unseen for
many people is taking a huge leap of faith.
We’ve found that DOTmed.com is greatly re-
spected in our industry and our certification has
enabled us to more quickly and easily earn the
trust and confidence of prospective buyers.”

DOTmed Web Sales

• Aesthetic/Medical Lasers

and IPL Systems

• Microdermabraders

• Cellulite Reduction Systems

• Ultrasound

• Endoscopy Equipment

• Defibrillators

• Dental Equipment

• IV Pumps

• Monitors

• X-Ray Equipment

• Bone Densitometers

We Will Buy Your Medical Equipment.

NovaStar Medical Equipment, Inc. 35204 Plymouth Road, Livonia, Michigan 48150
Ph: 734-838-3249 • Email sj1@novastar.net • www.novastarmedicalequipment.com

NovaStar Medical Equipment, Inc.
is a leader in the sale and lease of

OEM and refurbished medical
equipment. NovaStar also

purchases, services, re-
certifies, appraises and
liquidates off-lease and
pre-owned equipment.
Every transaction is
backed by the
professionalism and
support our
customers have
known for almost a
decade.

NovaStar
M E D I C A L , L L C
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DOTmed Registered Surgical and Cosmetic Lasers Sales and Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 5523]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.

Name Company City State Certified DM100
Karen Hawk MedPro, Inc. Phoenix AZ
Andrea Pezzano Sciton, Inc. Palo Alto CA
Kelly Clark New Laser Science, Inc. San Diego CA
David Spirko Laser Labs, Inc. Tampa FL ��

Alex Boschi lambda Vicenza Italy
Barry Essig Lumina Power, Inc. Bradford MA
Scott Jacobs NovaStar Medical Equipment, Inc. Livonia MI
Mike Moreno MedPro, Inc. Marlton NJ ��

Robert D. Battis Laser Energetics, Inc. Mercerville NJ
Loren Smith Aerolase Tarrytown NY
Chris Zelich Photovac Laser Grove City OH
Jason Hamm Lifeline Medical Inc Blountville TN
Brian Sanders SSI Laser Engineering, INC Nashville TN
Geoffrey Loveless JLJ United, Inc. Austin TX ��

George Beach Medical Purchasing Resource, LLC Dallas TX ��

John Crownover Laser Scientific Round Rock TX ��

Philip Mothena Simple Solutions, Inc. Blacksburg VA
Lee Atkins Advanced Medical, Inc Woodinville WA ��

grown from virtually nothing to almost a
$1 billion dollar a year market. Though
some are concerned about too many un-
qualified and unsupervised technicians
making perhaps too many mistakes while
carrying out these sophisticated proce-
dures,  it’s expected that the medi-spa mar-
ket’s future is especially robust. 

Generally, medi-spa programs are run
under the supervision of a licensed health-
care professional, utilizing lasers and in-
tense pulsed light (IPL) technology to carry
out treatments for varicose veins, dermal
filler injections, Botox injections, laser hair
removal, microdermabrasions and more. 

A fully equipped medi-spa will have
multiple systems for specific procedures, of-
fering patients a total solution. MedPro has
set up over 400 medi-spas since 2001, and
co-owns a comprehensive laser center in
New Jersey that has an on-site plastic sur-
geon. MedPro’s philosophy is that if their
customers receive safe treatments with great
efficacy, they will be back for additional,
sometimes more aggressive, treatments,
such as fractional resurfacing, laser lipoly-
sis, skin tightening, fillers and injectables.
● [DM 5523]

“Defining Innovation,
Reinventing Service”

We are driven to help lower your cost of
ownership and operation.

Shop online at: www.LaserScientific.com
Call us: 512-733-8709

The Cosmetic Laser Specialists
Specializing in Alex,YAG and IPL technologies:
• Candela — GentleLASE, GentleYAG,V-Beam
• Cynosure —Apogee, Elite
• Lumenis — Quantum, Lightsheer

Products & Service:
• Equipment Sales – New and Pre-owned
• Consumables & Supplies
• On-site Service, Repairs andTraining
• Newly Manufactured Replacement Parts
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Hologic’s Cytyc 
Acquisition Producing 
Impressive Results
Hologic’s  latest earnings report caused
quite a buzz in the medical equipment
business, even rating a segment on busi-
ness news cable channel CNBC.

And with good reason: the com-
pany reported record revenues exceed-
ing $370 million for the quarter ending
December 29, 2007. Revenues, adjusted
earnings and backlog all increased to
record highs.
Highlights of the quarter include: 
• Record revenues of $371.4 million.
• Merger with Cytyc Corporation on Oc-

tober 22, 2007 contributes $158 mil-
lion of revenue (for 10 of 13 weeks).
• Record 384 Selenia full field digital
mammography systems installed and
recognized as revenue.
• Record backlog of $244.5 million for
historical businesses (mammogra-
phy/breast care/skeletal health).
• Reported net loss of $358.6 million
due primarily to non-cash charges re-
lated to the Cytyc merger.
• Added to the Nasdaq-100 index® on
December 24, 2007. 

First quarter fiscal 2008 revenues
totaled $371.4 million, a 128% increase
compared to revenues of $163.2 million
in the same period a year ago. 

The gains in revenue were mainly
the result of including Cytyc revenues
for the period from October 22, 2007
(the merger date) to December 29, 2007,
which approximated $158 million. For
the first quarter of fiscal 2008, Hologic
reported a net loss of $358.6 million, or
$3.31 per diluted share, compared with
net income of $16.1 million, or $0.30
per diluted share, in fiscal 2007. In-
cluded in the first quarter of fiscal 2008
results were charges relating to the
Cytyc merger. 

“We are pleased with our fiscal first
quarter results which were slightly
above expectations and provide a solid
foundation for achieving our goals,” said
CEO Jack Cumming 
Read all the numbers at 
http://www.hologic.com/ir/fr013108.htm
● [DM 5440]

Central X-Ray Credits
DOTmed for Aiding Growth
Robert Burbury, President of Central X-
Ray Corp., Springfield, MO,  and  the
original inventor of the Eureka X-ray
Collimator, plus another eight U.S.
patents in the medical X-ray industry,
has been a DOTmed user since 2006. 

“DOTmed is helping me find new
clients looking for X-ray design and
software engineering,” he says.  “My
website hosted by DOTmed and the
service listing is all new, but I can see it
will make a difference in the years to
come.” 

Central X-Ray offers complete soft-
ware and hardware engineering for dig-
ital high-frequency generators and
high-voltage X-ray transformers, as well
as complete circuit board design to UL,
TUV and ETL. The company also offers
a complete X-ray test lab facility. 

Says Burbury, “Our years of prod-
uct design experience can definitely ben-
efit our customers. We specialize in
software, power circuits and high-volt-

people & companies
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age transformer engineering, and our de-
sign lab has complete X-ray testing
equipment and lead shielding.” In addi-
tion to new designs Central X-Ray pro-
vides working prototypes, service
manuals, software source codes, patent
assignments, drawings, schematics,
BOM purchase sources and marketing
and trade show assistance. 
● [DM 5377]

Chapman Promoted at
STERIS, To Oversee
Healthcare Unit
STERIS Corporation (NYSE: STE) has
named Timothy L. Chapman senior
vice president and group president,
Healthcare. Chapman joined the Com-
pany in January 2006, as senior vice
president, Business Strategy. Chapman
replaces Charles L. Immel, who has left
the company. 

Chapman, 45, reports to Walt Rose-

brough, president and ceo, and is respon-
sibile for the company’s Healthcare seg-
ment, a leading provider of infection
prevention and surgical equipment, con-
sumables and services to customers such
as acute care hospitals and outpatient
surgical centers. Mr. Chapman also re-
tains responsibility for business strategy.
● [DM 5441]

GE To Acquire Whatman,
Filtration Supplier to Med-
ical Community
GE Healthcare is acquiring Whatman
plc. Under the terms of the transaction,
each Whatman shareholder will receive
270 pence in cash for each Whatman
share, valuing Whatman at approxi-
mately 363 million pounds or approxi-
mately $713 million. The deal is
subject to approval by Whatman’s
shareholders as well as customary reg-
ulatory approval.

Whatman is a global supplier of fil-
tration products and technologies, with
a well-recognized brand, and a strong
sector expertise. The company has a
broad product offering of filters and
membranes for laboratory, research, life
sciences and medical technology. GE
Healthcare’s Life Sciences business is a
worldwide provider of technologies for
cellular and protein science research,
and tools used in the manufacture of bio-
pharmaceuticals such as vaccines, cell
therapies and antibodies. 

Joe Hogan, President and CEO, GE
Healthcare, said, “Whatman is a great
company with an outstanding track
record of innovation, a strong reputation
and brand with the research community,
and highly talented employees. What-
man’s product offerings are highly com-
plementary with our Life Sciences
business.” 
● [DM 5435]

MRT
Magnetic Resonance Technologies Inc.

For any MRI service you need, MRT has it absolutely down cold.
Since 1993 we have been providing total solutions for MRI Projects.

Extremely experienced with all MRI system manufacturer specifications,  
we bring answers to your project.

CALL MRT TODAY. GET A TOTAL MRI SOLUTION.
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Email: info@marquismedical.net
Service: (866) 645-7457 • Fax: (225) 612-3986

PPPPhhhhoooonnnneeee  ttttoooollllllll  ffffrrrreeeeeeee::::    1111----888866666666----666644445555----7777444455557777

Maintenance Agreements • Installation Services • ACR Accreditation Support

Parts • Sales • 24X7 On-site and Help Desk • OEM Trained Engineers

Remote Diagnostics • Nationwide Coverage • Technical and Applications Support

Specializing In 
Siemens PET and PET/CT

Have a PET already?
Marquis offers a cost effective and reliable alternative to OEM service & parts.

Adding PET to your practice?
Marquis provides affordable pre-owned systems, installation services, and leasing options.
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Refurbishers, Broker/Dealers Play 
Increasingly Important Role
According to a number of top mobile trailer refurbishering com-
panies and equipment brokers, DRA’s impact is mixed, though
all the incentives are in place to encourage the growth of the re-
sale of previously owned Siemens, GE, Philips and Toshiba mo-
bile units. A refurbished medical trailer generally costs one-third
the price of  a brand new medical trailer so clearly, the finan-
cial differential tilting towards a pre-owned is huge.

How a trailer is refurbished plays a key role in both cost
and quality.  Not everyone has the space, skill, and expertise to
take a used trailer and retrofit and then get OEM certification.
While the companies that build new trailers must be certified
by the OEMs before they are allowed to install its equipment,
refurbishing companies are not.  What the refurbishers rely on
is quality work and quality connections with the four major
mobile trailer manufacturers who can oversee an installation,
once a refurbishing takes place.

It’s important to understand the different roles played by   re-
furbishers, brokers, and assorted other specialty sub-contractors. 

A “gut” refurbisher, as they are sometimes called, needs a
huge warehouse site with room for separate bays to work on
previously-owned Oshkosh, Medical Coach, Ellis &Watts or
Calutech trailer.  Such an operation normally has several trail-
ers in different stages of retrofitting and often is large enough to
have its own crews doing the gutting and the replacing.  Smaller
refurbishers will sub-contract work out while brokers will buy,
sell and move various parts and pieces within a mobile unit.

King Equipment Service, Waukegan, IL, is, as its name
implies, one of the largest refurbishers in the business, accord-
ing to Bill King, its president. King Equipment has a large fa-
cility with seven separate bays, and a full 15-foot painting
booth. The company usually has five trailers undergoing refur-
bishement at any one time during the winter months, with six
to seven in the summer, when weather is not a factor.

“We have the capability to do virtually anything a trailer
needs, including completely gutting trailers down to the bare
walls and rebuilding them. We also reconfigure trailers for
other purposes, an area where our company really stands apart.
We have the ability (and frequently do) convert a MRI trailer
for a CT, or a PET trailer for a CT. We install our own engi-
neered slide outs in trailers which facilitates cutting holes in
the trailer sides, fabricating slide outs and installing them and
making them work. We then do wallpapering, flooring, cabi-
nets, and everything else required to make the interior new.”
All interior work is in house using 11 employees, all of whom
are certified in every facet of repair and maintenance. 

“We do our own fabricating, welding, air conditioning and
electrical. We make our own cabinets, have a certified me-
chanic to overhaul engines, do brake jobs, repair generators, in
short every task to make a trailer look new.

Ron Moore, owner of R&D Imaging, Inc. of Evansville,
IL, has a smaller, more specialized operation.

His warehouse is 10,000 square feet and can presently re-
furbish about four mobile medical trailers a year.

Moore installs new carpet, new tile floors, new ceiling tiles

and checks all the AC/heaters to make sure they work.  He’ll
check the slides for water leaks and replace air bags and tires
as needed. He’ll check the hydraulic pumps and values to make
sure patient lifts and leveling jacks work well.

The entire process make take a few weeks to a month.
While most of this “servicing work” will be done in-house,
Moore subcontracts out all the AC work and about half of the
painting (interior and exterior). Generally, his company works
with medical trailers housing CT scanners and MRIs.

Mobile MedTech has two sites: 44,000 square feet in  Cot-
tage Grove, WI and 15,000 square feet in Council Bluffs, IA
and more employees (15-20) but works on fewer trailers at a
time.  It, too, does all its own welding and AC work, and some
of the painting.

According to Paul Zahn, director of sales and marketing,
Mobile MedTech, his company does both custom work for
clients or refurbishes entire medical trailers for sale. With
many former Ellis &Watts on staff, Mobile Med Tech special-
izes in MRI, CT and PET/CT installation in its refurbished trail-
ers which it also rents and leases.

“The pros of buying refurbished equipment from Mobile
MedTech is the quality of the work and the price,” Zahn says.
“I do not know of any cons in regards to buying used trailers.”

According to refurbishing companies, an MRI trailer that
costs $350,000 new, can sell for $150,000 refurbished.
● [DM 5521]

continued from page 18 Medical Trailers
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DOTmed Registered Medical Trailers Sales and Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 5521]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.

Name Company – Domestic City State Certified DM100
Gus Antus Ampro International, Ltd Gilbert AZ ��

Hisham Showli Philips Tucson AZ
David Denholtz Integrity Medical Systems, Inc. Fort Myers FL �� ��

Dennis Giuzio Mobile Radiology, Inc. New Port Richey FL
Mike Bamrick Oshkosh Specialty Vehicles Harvey IL
Dave Johnson Genesis Mobile Partners Huntley IL
Ron Ragan Genesis Medical Imaging Huntley IL ��

Charles Gauthier Imaging Services Streamwood IL
William King KING Equipment Services, Inc Waukegan IL
Ronald Moore R & D Imaging, Inc. Evansville IN
Mike Hardesty Calutech Medical Solutions Hammond IN
Greg Kramer C&G Technologies, Inc. Jeffersonville IN �� ��

Jeff Rogers Medical Imaging Resources Inc. Ann Arbor MI ��

Todd Palmer SVSR, Inc. Statesville NC
Geoffrey A. Smith Medical Coaches, Inc. Oneonta NY
Michael Dobbins Mobile Conversions, Inc. Amelia OH
Bob Freudenberger Ellis & Watts Batavia OH
Fred Jackson Custom Trailerwerks.com Independence OR
Peter Chen Global Medical Equipment Harleysville PA �� ��

KC Spurlock Spurlock Vehicles Franklin TN
Marshall Shannon Image Technology Consulting, LLC DeSoto TX �� ��

Glen Henderson Mobile Specialty Vehicles, Inc. Jasper TX
Paul Zahn Mobile MedTech Cottage Grove WI ��

Name Company – International City Country Certified DM100
Mohmed Aljundi Alnile Medical & Trading Sebinalkom Egypt
Harrison D’Souza Hospper Tkp International Indore India
Anatoli Baulin Penza Russia
Gerard van der Loo X-Way B.V. Den Haag Netherlands

We Buy Used MRIs

Owen Kane Holdings, Inc.
29 Broadway, New York, NY 10006

All Harmony, Symphony & Impact Fixed & Mobile Models

Top dollar paid.

• Firm offer in 48 hours. • Finder’s fees for referrals.

Don’t sell until you call us:

212-558-6600
Ask for our SIEMENS Specialist
info@owenkane.com
Fax: 212-558-6615
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sador Medical. “From a quality point of
view it validates our system and shows
that we are doing the right things for our
customers and the patients they serve.” 

In order to gain the distinction, a
BSI certification body toured Ambas-
sador’s facility to assess the company’s
systems in terms of the ISO quality man-
agement standards. These include over-
all quality, management, technical
issues, processes, customer service and
other parameters that comprise quality
management excellence.
● [DM5464]

American College of 
Physicians Launches 
New Website
The American College of Physicians
(ACP) has launched a new Web site -
www.acponline.org - to provide internal
medicine physicians and related subspe-
cialists with easy access to ACP infor-
mation on clinical topics, practice
management tools, continuing medical
education, and other useful resources.

ACP’s new Web site also has re-
sources for medical students, residents,
fellows, and patients and their families. 

“Visitors can access information
quickly and easily - whether it is the lat-
est evidence-based clinical guideline,
clinically-based quality improvement
programs, information about career
paths and mentoring, or background in-
formation about common health care
topics related to internal medicine,” said
John Tooker, MD, MBA, FACP, ACP’s
executive vice president and chief exec-
utive officer. 

With ACP’s new site, which has
more than 25,000 pages of content, vis-
itors can now browse and search ACP’s
comprehensive collection of clinical re-
sources such as Annals of Internal Med-
icine and the Physicians’ Information
and Education Resource (PIER) in one
easy-to-find location, access manage-
ment tools to help run a practice and im-
prove practice performance, stay
up-to-date with continuing medical ed-
ucation from ACP, prepare for certifica-

tion and re-certification and a host of
other endeavors. 
● [DM 5455]

Modular Devices Opens
New Facility
Modular Devices helps customers ex-
pand into new spaces with mobile and
modular X-Ray labs for cath, angiogra-
phy, and EP (electrophysiology for inter-
ventional procedures).

Now the company has done some
expansion of its own. 

“The growth in those areas has
caused our business to increase and al-
lowed us to add labs and grow from
15,000 to 75,000 square feet,” said the
company’s Mark
Koers, an account
executive for the
Indianapolis-based
company, which
does business
around the world. 
● [DM 5352]

FDA Clears Vicorder
The FDA has granted 510 (k) marketing
clearance for the Vicorder manufactured
by Skidmore Medical. The Vicorder is a
new USB driven vascular diagnostic
system which utilizes proprietary soft-
ware within a Windows operating sys-
tem to provide Hospitals and Vascular
labs a cost efficient method to diagnose
peripheral vascular disease. 
● [DM 5412]
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on the International Space Station. Jeff Antonucci, a media re-
lations executive at Hettich says, “Clearly, when dealing with
such a remote application, safety and reliability are of the ut-
most importance. We try to keep that a priority on earth as well.” 

Currently it seems as if the most signification innovations
are found in extraction and analysis instrumentation. Pharma-
ceutical and microbiological labs now use mechanical pipettes,
which have dramatically increased efficiency. Incorporating
autosamplers on analytical instruments has allowed personnel
to keep instruments running 24 hours a day. And, despite the
economy, the market for laboratory equipment is and will con-
tinue to thrive because there will always be a need for labs in
their role as the backbone of science. 

Lab Automation is a Crucial Component
A laboratory-automated system has a myriad of advantages of-
fering speed and accuracy that cannot be matched by humans.
With an automated system, laboratory personnel can perform
applications they were trained for and not monotonous tasks. 

Modern technology has come to the rescue when absolute
consistency and speed are a factor in sophisticated laboratory
testing. Companies that are making automated laboratory sys-
tems have done their homework and offer an array of options to
facilitate data and revenue flow. The system should be able to in-
terface successfully with instruments from different vendors, as
well as interface with a wide variety of laboratory information
systems. It should be able to handle a multiple sized tubes and
allow for the use of plastic cups placed on top of primary tubes. 

Integrated Laboratory Automation Solutions, Inc. (iLAS),
Troy, MI, was launched with just such a mission statement.

Vice President of sales, Eastern region, Harry Hirt, says that
iLAS ‘s Efficiency SeriesTM is a modular system that is de-
signed for as few as two instruments or systems as large as
DMC’s with eleven instruments. “Automation, in its best con-
figuration, should serve the primary needs of the laboratory,”
Hirt says. “Avoid solutions that require work-around, or alter-
ations of ‘common sense’ work flow and avoid complexity.” 

Continuing in the automation vein, David Zelmanovic,
President, LabThroughPut (LTP), Monsey, NY, provides com-
puter software to clinical laboratories that improves operational
efficiency. “We provide what is referred to as middleware,’”
he says. The company’s LTP Achiever automates the verifica-
tion of blood analyzer results before they are released to host
systems. “It’s called ‘middleware’ because it bridges the blood
analyzers and host computer systems.”  Zelmanovic says other
LTP products automate the analysis of body fluids that would
otherwise require a series of manual steps carried out by skilled
operators. “Our process reduces analysis time by almost a fac-
tor of 10 and costs much less than the manual technique.”  

Enduring yet Changeable
The bottom line on lab equipment: it’s a multimillion dollar
technological arena that’s populated by numerous mid sized
manufacturers, a network of broker-dealers, all providing a
range of service, and all promoting the “pay me now or pay me
later” school of preventative maintenance. Moreover, what oc-
curs in the lab is often crucial to life or death medical deci-
sions, suggesting, of course, why the lab will always be at the
core of medicine.
● [DM 5520]
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continued from page 21 Laboratory Equipment

DOTmed Registered Laboratory Equipment Sales and Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 5520]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.

Name Company – Domestic City State Certified DM100
Randy Lowers L & R Services Miramar FL ��

John Necaise Certified Biomedical Consultants, Inc. Pompano Beach FL
Wesley Perzan Sysmed Lab, Inc. Chicago IL ��

Richard Szkocny Sysmed Chicago IL
Jeff Antonucci Hettich Instruments Beverly MA
Elaine Henkin MED/TECH Cambridge MA
Steven  MacInnis Cambridge Scientific Cambridge MA
Maureen Muscato Mayflower Equipment Company Carver MA
Don Gray Weigh-Mor Balance Service N. Reading MA
Matthew Bell Thermo Fisher Scientific Kalamazoo MI
Harry Hirt Integrated Laboratory Automation Solutions, Inc. (iLAS) Troy MI
Chris Hull Histotronix, Inc. Omaha NE
Marc Hamel Viaflo Hudson NH
Peter Will Block Scientific, Inc. Nutley NJ
Tom Champi Alto Technology Inc. Palisades Park NJ
David Zelmanovic Lab Throughput Monsey NY
Mark Ralston Scientific Instrument Center Columbus OH
Billy Dean Medequip Engineering Service Inc. Central Point OR ��

Robert Hamm R-V Industries Honey Brook PA
Gary Rogers DAOT Enterprises, Inc. Media PA
Amanda Wright QBC Diagnostics, Inc. State College PA
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by disruption and resources required for integration on premises.
We make implementation as easy and undisruptive as possible,”
Dill promises. “Don’t look just at initial price. Look at recurring
costs and true cost of ownership.”

Hospitals have IT departments and their own group run-
ning all their systems, so a lot of them are switching to soft-
ware-only configurations,” observes Dee Dowske, Senior
Marketing Manager, IMCO Technologies, Pewaukee, WI. The
company makes IMCO PACS Lite. “Orthopedic centers don’t
have IT departments. It might be in their best interest to sell
them a turnkey product—hardware and software.”

Intelerad’s Delia So, Marketing and Business Solutions
Manager for Montreal-based Intelerad Medical Systems, Inc.
offers these sound suggestions, “Don’t rush into things, under-

stand your market, players, and vendors for your needs. Study
the market and yourself. In the long run you save money if you
don’t have to buy a new PACS every five years.”

Now that the market has shaken out somewhat, and lead-
ers have emerged, it’s time for many providers to install or up-
grade their PACS, and for distributors and vendors to align
themselves with names they can trust.

“We stayed out of PACS a while, waiting for the dust to
settle. Customers trust us and buy what we recommend,” Bush-
ior says. The company now sells UltraRAD PACS software
used with KonicaMinolta technology for its clientele of small
practices and walk-in clinics. “We feel confident that we won’t
have to go back to customers in a year or two and say ‘sorry it’s
not supported anymore.’ We feel they’re in it for the long haul.”
● [DM 5522]

continued from page 27 PACS

DOTmed Registered PACS Sales and Service Companies
For convenient links to these companies’ DOTmed Services Directory listings, go to www.dotmed.com and enter [DM 5522]
Names in boldface are Premium Listings.

Name Company – Domestic City State Certified DM100
Dan Moretti Multi Imager Service, LLC Chino CA
William Tulloss StructuRad LLC Encino CA
J. Greg Perry American Medical Sales, Inc Hawthorne CA
Don Wauchope A2D Imaging LLC Huntington Beach CA
Michael Prange Ampronix Inc Irvine CA
Heba Girgis MedicatechUSA Irvine CA
Douglas Dill DR Systems, Inc. San Diego CA
JB Wang Thinking Systems Corporation San Jose CA
Edward Heere CoActiv Medical Ridgefield CT
Michael Bushior Advanced Medical X-ray Somers CT
Jim Morgan FujiFilm Medical Systems USA Stamford CT
David Denholtz Integrity Medical Systems, Inc. Fort Myers FL �� ��

Jim Wheeler QStar Technologies Inc Mary Esther FL
Larry Ware MEDiiSys Consulting Tampa FL
Philip Manly Connect Imaging, Inc. Honolulu  HI
Vijay Tanjore GE Healthcare Barrington IL
Scott Wasson Radiology Services LLC Evansville IN
Jay Jordan State of the Art Medical Bardstown KY
Aine Cryts AMICAS, Inc. Boston MA
Edward Small ADDIS Systems - 

Associated Direct Digital Imaging Systems Natick MA
Lenny Reznick Agfa Corporation Ridgefield Park NJ
Joseph Jenkins International Imaging Ltd. Henderson NV
Lewis A Stahl Mantis technolgoy LLC New York NY
George Tsoukatos NY Imaging Service, Inc. Newburgh NY
Joe Maune Carestream Health, Inc. Rochester NY
Jeff McConocha NCS Cleveland OH
Adam Lingenfelter NCS DataCom, Inc. Richmond Hts. OH
Joan Mazur Integrated Modular Systems, Inc. Havertown PA
Ron  Laird Brandywine Imaging Inc Lincoln University PA ��

Karl Bucus Meta Fusion, Inc. Phoenixville PA
Michael Lies Medical Advantages Inc. Pittsburgh PA ��

Will Martinez Trident Imaging Services Santa Fe TX
Paul Shumway NovaRad American Fork UT
Eric Mahler Philips Medical Systems Bothell WA
Todd  Marshall Vivalog Technologies Seattle WA
Dee Dowske IMCO Technologies Pewaukee WI

Name Company – International City Country Certified DM100
Vijay Ramanathan RamSoft, Inc. Toronto Ontario
Delia So Intelerad Medical Systems, Inc. Montreal Quebec
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seemingly insoluble issue. The Garden
State also suffers since there are no state
hospitals to handle the uninsured so all
hospitals must handle these cases.  Cur-
rently, the state contributes about $715
million in reimbursement to those hospi-
tals who are, however, providing about
$1.3 billion worth of care.

Though the situation in Tennessee is
much better by comparison—county
owned and investor owned facilities han-
dle charity care—Tennessee Hospital
Association president Craig Becker
nonetheless feels New Jersey’s pain.

“Everyone wants to pay less, the
government, commercial health insur-
ance providers so the result is hospitals
are getting whipsawed,” he says. “The
issue of uncompensated care is a real
strain on hospitals.”

Becker’s hopeful that as the presi-
dential primary season roars to a close
and the final two candidates emerge,
“healthcare will become a major part of
the presidential debate. It must,” he
says, “move up the ladder of this coun-
try’s priorities.”
● [DM 5525]
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GECOGECO
”Even a Cave Man can save money on Siemens parts at GECO”

Siregraph
Sireskop
Multix
Somatom
Polyphos
Sirecon
Multigraph
Angioskop

Polydoros
Tridoros
Iontmat
Explorator
Memoskop
Uroskop
Mammomat
Coroskop

Pandoros
Orbix
Mobilett
Polymat
Thormat
Videomed
Koordinat
Vertex

Sirecord
Garantix
Optilux
Digitron
Siremobile
Compac
Heliphos
Simomed

Siemens Medical X-Ray and CT Parts in Stock:

Siemens 44cm Image Monitor - Repair and Exchange - ‘New’ Siemens
LCD Monitors, X-Ray Tubes - Image Intensifiers - Power Supplies -
Circuit Boards, Collimators, Foot Switches, Cassette Trays, Grids,

Ion Chambers, Lamps and much more.

When you think of Siemens Medical X-ray
and CT systems made in Germany, think of
German Electronics Company in the USA.

We stock and service what we sell.
TOLL FREE: 888-428-9729

TECHNICAL SUPPORT: 727-530-0301
Fax: 727-530-1440

info@GECOusa.com • www.GECOusa.com
12530 Enterprise Blvd.• Largo, FL 33773

“Siemens” and all Siemens brand name products are registered trademarks of Siemens Medical Solutions, AG.
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DOTmed 100 
Companies Announced

ISR Reports:
• CT Sales and Service
• C-Arm Sales and

Service
• Arthroscopy Sales

and Service
• Dental Equipment

Sales and Service

Features:
National Nurse 
Shortage Looms

Geography, State 
Legislation Key to 
Financial Health
New Jersey, for example, is an epicen-
ter for the convergence of punishing
economic and legislative forces. The re-
cently released report by the Commis-
sion on Rationalizing Health Care
Resources, convened at the behest of
Democratic Governor John Corzine, de-
tails what’s driven hospitals to “the cusp

of a crisis,” and led New Jersey Hospi-
tal Association president Betsy Ryan to
say the Commission’s report acknowl-
edges that Garden State hospitals “are
truly in poor financial health.” 

The situation there is acute. In the
past 16 months, five New Jersey hospi-
tals have closed, another five have de-
clared bankruptcy with another half
dozen or so signaling their intentions to
shut their doors for good. According to
the NJHA, the national operating mar-
gin for hospitals is about 5-6 percent; in
New Jersey it’s one half of one percent.

Charity care is a bewildering,

continued from page 11
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Shows and Events for March 2008
European Society of Radiology (ESR) - ECR Congress, March 7 - 11, Vienna, Austria

AGA CT Colonography – What Gastroenterologists Need to Know 2008, March 7 - 8,
Washington, D.C.

SGO Annual Meeting on Women’s Cancer™ 2008, March 9 - 12, Tampa, FL

AIUM Annual Conference 2008, March 12 - 15, San Diego, CA

HOSPIMedica INDIA, Mar. 14 - 16, 2008, Mumbai, India

SIR 33rd Annual Scientific Meeting 2008, March 15 - 20, Washington, D.C.

WALS World Conference 2008, March 15 - 16, New Delhi, India

WBBA Invest Northwest - Investor - CEO FORUM 2008, March 18 - 19, Seattle, Washington

ACC 57th Annual Scientific Session 2008, March 29 - April 1, Chicago, IL

AORN 55th Annual Congress 2008, March 30 - April 3, Anaheim, CA

SCBT-MR Annual Course 2008, March 30 - April 4, Charleston, SC

7th International Diabetes Federation - Western Pacific Region Congress 2008,
March 30 - April 3, Wellington, New Zealand

Shows and Events for April 2008
AADR - American Association for Dental Research - Annual Meeting 2008, April 2 - 5, Dallas, TX

ASMLS - American Society for Laser Medicine and Surgery - Annual Conference 2008,
April 2 - 6, Kissimmee, FL

IAME Current Practice of Vascular Ultrasound Course 2008, April 4 - 6, Chicago, IL

MGMA Administrators in Oncology/Hematology Assembly (AOHA) 2008, April 6 - 8, Orlando, FL
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Can You Achieve Break-even with 
PET at One-Patient a Day?

At Diagnostix Plus, We know how you can!
Are you considering PET for your facility? Are you concerned by the effects of the Deficit Reduction 
Act and reduced Medicare reimbursement? Are you confused by the variations in PET technology? 

We can help. It costs you nothing to learn how to make PET affordable. 

Contact Us Today!  516-536-2671
Diagnostix Plus, Inc.  •  100 North Village Ave.  Suite 33  •  Rockville Centre, NY  11570  •  T: 516-536-2671  •  E: info@DiagPlus.com  •  DiagPlus.com

SIEMENS WANTED!

We will deinstall anywhere in the U.S. • Systems needed over the next 12 months.
Top dollar paid.• Finder's fees for referrals
Save this number • Share this number:

Owen Kane Holdings, Inc.
Call our SIEMENS Expert At 212-558-6600 Ext. 250

info@owenkane.com • 29 Broadway, New York, NY 10006

• MRIs and CT Scanners
• Top Dollar Paid — Finder's Fees for Referrals
• We will buy these SIEMENS systems now for cash!
• Harmony MRIs — Fixed & Mobile
• Symphony MRIs — Fixed & Mobile
• Impact MRIs — Fixed & Mobile
• Empty MRI Trailers
• Sensation CTs
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marketplace & classifieds
These are some of the more than 100,000 listings on www.DOTmed.com on any given day.

Medical Domain Names For Sale!
xray.bz • medical.bz
biomed.bz • hitachimri.net
hitachmed.net • radiology.bz
magnet.bz • medimaging.us
medicalimages.us • medicalpros.org
medicalpros.us • mra.bz
Contact Andrew Hyde today!
www.HYDE.bz • Ph: 770.714.7840

ANESTHESIA MACHINE

#412584 - DRAGER Narkomed 6000 
Anesthesia Machine. 
Wendy Young, RME International

ANGIO LAB

#306175 - SIEMENS Polystar AngioLab
Professionally de-installed
Manufactured in 1996. Pete Schliebner,
Benchmark Imaging Group

AUTOCLAVE TABLETOP

#418438 - TUTTNAUER EZ 10 Autoclave
Tabletop $4,263.75
EZ10 - The Fully Automatic Autoclave 3
YEAR WARRANTY! With the simplicity of
one. Boyd Campbell, Southeastern Biomed-
ical Associates, Inc.

BEDS ELECTRIC

#409761 - HILL-ROM 1145 Beds Electric
500+ units in stock. Brad Schelling, 
Piedmont Medical,Inc. 800-433-3255

#439846 - STRYKER GOBED 
Beds Electric $2,250
40+ Awesome beds in stock Now! Low 14”
w/ 5th wheel, CPR, Trendelenburg/ reverse.
Brad Schelling, Piedmont Medical,Inc. 
800-433-3255

BLANKET & SOLUTION WARMERS

#377744 - GAYMAR MTA-4700 Blanket &
Solution Warmers $895
Gaymar Auto-Meditherm model MTA-4700
patient warming and cooling unit. George
Girgis, Meena Medical Equipment Inc.

BONE DENSITOMETER

#129720 - GE Lunar DPX-IQ Bone 
Densitometer $20,000
Manufactured in 1996. Mobile Lunar Bone
Densitometer in a Ford E-350 Econoline
Conversion Van 1996 Inside. Davyn
McGuire, Med Exchange International, Inc.
#450184 - LUNAR DPX-IQ C Bone 
Densitometer
1996 Ford E350/Thomas Bus Diesel 
Engine Automatic Transmission Upgraded.
Paul Zahn, Shared Medical Equipment
Group, LLC

BRONCHOSCOPE

#229972 - OLYMPUS BF-1T20D 
Bronchoscope $3,200
Very nice scope - 0 broken fibers and 
beautiful image, very light stain at edge. 
Dean Ider, Surgical Repairs International

CARDIAC - VASCULAR ULTRASOUND

#300945 - GE Vivid7 Cardiac - Vascular
Ultrasound $29,900
In Excellent working and cosmetic condition
with one M3S Octave Imaging probe.
Saeed Hashemi, NASS MedImage

C-ARM
#452821 - OEC 9400 GSP, 1992 C-Arm
$21,500
Mitchell Guier, North American Medical

MEDICAL SALES & SERVICES

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

THE HUBSCRUB COMPANY
Clean and disinfect wheelchairs 
with HUBSCRUB automation. 
Fast turnaround time. Done right.
877-482-7278 *** hubscrub.com

R-Tech Solutions, Inc.
Install and Deinstall all imaging
equipment. Equipment relocation,
crating and
transportation,
after hours
& weekend
service. 20
years experi-
ence.(574) 278-7191 
www.r-techsolutions.net

Vision Systems 
www.patternless.com #1 supplier of re-
furbished optical & ophthalmic equip-
ment, exam lane, pre-test, diagnostic &
lab. 866-934-1030
DOTmed 
Certified

Government Liquidation
We’re the partner of the U.S. Dept of
Defense for the sale of government
surplus, including used medical and
dental equipment such as ultrasounds,
microscopes, dental chairs, and
ophthalmologic equipment. Visit us at
www.govliquidation.com or contact
480-367-1300 or info@govliquidation.com

INSIDE
Medical Sales and Services, p.43
Equipment for Sale, page 43
Employment Opportunities, page 47

CLASSIFIEDS 
RATE CARD
Four lines: $100
Eight lines: $175
Sixteen lines: $325
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#453234 –OEC 9600 ESP C-Arm
Manufactured in 1994. Dual 17” Monitors
Gary Benitez, Crown Medical International
Inc. 718-746-3376

#453268 - GE Stenoscop 2 C-Arm
GE Stenoscop 2 C-Arm. Manufactured in
1996. Pain Management Applications.
Gary Benitez, Crown Medical International
Inc. 718-746-3376

CARDIAC ULTRASOUND

#455657 - ACUSON Sequoia C256 
Cardiac Ultrasound
Software Revisions 7, 8, and 9 are Available.
Acuson’s Coherent Imaging Technology.
Colin Grady, Ambassador Medical

#440044 - ACUSON Sequoia 256 
Cardiac Ultrasound $10,000
Cardiac only, with 3V2c, better price for the
purchase of two systems. Emad Ramzy,
CCE Canada Commercial Exchange, Inc.

CHIROPRACTIC THERAPY

#418245 - THOR LASER LX2 
Chiropractic Therapy $5,499
2 laser handles 1 year old AS-NEW 
Condition. Dr. Mark Levine, PT and Chiro Eq

COAGULATION ANALYZER

#454978 - HAEMOSCOPE CORPORATION
THROMBELASTOGRAPH TEG 5000 CO-
AGULATION ANALYZERS
Wendy Young, RME International

COLONOSCOPE

#355433 - OLYMPUS CF-140L 
Colonoscope $4,750 
18-month warranty! Scope is in excellent
condition. Bruce Mason, Advanced 
Endoscopy Solutions 386-756-5997

COLPOSCOPE

#450607 - SEILER 935 Colposcope $3,500

We have this New In Box: Model 935 
Michael Parnell, EquipStat Medical Equipment

CR

#277901 - FUJI FCR XC-1 CR
We have many New Fuji FCR XC-1 CR sys-
tems for your imaging centers.
Michael Lies, Medical Advantages Inc.

CT SCANNER

#452328 - GE Lightspeed Plus Quad 
CT Scanner
Components mfg’d in 2002. MDAS4 
Reformat. Davyn McGuire, Med Exchange
International, Inc.

DAYLIGHT SYSTEMS

#375140 - KODAK Multiloader 7000 
Daylight Systems $4,450
Recently removed from service. Robert Gaw
Jr., Physicians Resource Network

DEFIBRILLATORS

#452331 - CARDIAC SCIENCE POWER-
HEART AED G3 Defibrillators $2,000 
The AED has been tested and is patient
ready. Jason Eden, Bio Basics Global 
573-431-6664

#452322 - LAERDAL HEART START 
4000 Defibrillators $1,500
We have 8 of these in stock. Jason Eden,
Bio Basics Global 573-431-6664

DIALYSIS MACHINE

#439737 - FRESENIUS 18 pcs. 
4008S Dialysis Machine
18 Fresenius 4008H dialysis machines: 
Patient ready DOM: 2002. Anders Boersen
Nielsen, AGITO Medical

#449545 - GAMBRO 31 pcs. AK-200 
Ultra Dialysis Machine
6 units from 2002 - appx 15000 hours. 
4 units from 2003 - appx 9000 hours. 
Anders Boersen Nielsen, AGITO Medical

#455178 - BAXTER Arena Dialysis Machine
We have a number of Baxter Arena he-
modialysis machines. Brian Baumgardner,
Miga Solutions

DIGITIZER

#439258 - LUMISYS Lumiscan 75 Digitizer
For PACS, Teleradiology and Film Duplica-
tion. Michael Lies, Medical Advantages, Inc.

DR

#377845 - ADDIS 1317 Chiro DR
CCD DR upgrade for existing Chiropractic or
Veterinary or any single bucky application.
Edward Small, ADDIS Systems - Associated
Direct Digital Imaging Systems

DUODENOSCOPE

#131426 - FUJINON ED-420XL 
Duodenoscope $3,500
Excellent condition, all OEM, no buckles,
pre-inspection and patient-ready.
Dean Ider, Surgical Repairs International

EKG

#417587 - BURDICK Eclipse Plus 
w/ cart EKG
Unit in good condition. Robert Gaw Jr.,
Physicians Resource Network

ELECTROSURGICAL UNIT

#243497 - BOVIE 3250 Electrosurgical
Unit
The Aaron 3250™. Boyd Campbell, South-
eastern Biomedical Associates, Inc.

EXAM CHAIR

#375734 - MIDMARK 75l Exam Chair
$4,500
We have several power exam tables refur-
bished. Michael Parnell, EquipStat Medical
Equipment

EXAM TABLE
#180617 - HAMILTON E-3 Deluxe Exam
Table $1,200
Includes stirrups, drawer warmer, side draw-
ers, and large 800lb step. Ronald Shedivy,
Great Lakes Surgical

#438887 - BREWER Assist 7000 Exam
Table $6,000
DEMO UNIT IN NEW CONDITION Price re-
duced. Addam Arrington, Pilot Medical, Inc

#417518 - MIDMARK 405 Exam Table
$1,850
Price reduced. Addam Arrington, 
Pilot Medical, Inc

GASTROSCOPE

#377260 - OLYMPUS GIF-XQ140 
Gastroscope $4,750
Video gastroscope with an 18-month war-
ranty!  Excellent condition. Bruce Mason,
Advanced Endoscopy Solutions 
386-756-5997

HEART PUMP

#394293 - SARNS 8000 Heart Pump
Completely reconditioned by qualified 
technicians. Doug Platt, CardioQuip

#394306 - MEDTRONIC 550 BioConsole
Heart Pump
Medtronic 550 BioConsole Centrifugal 
Pump System completely reconditioned.
Doug Platt, CardioQuip

LAPAROSCOPE

#415656 - STRYKER COMPLETE LA-
PAROSCOPY SYSTEM $7,200
INCLUDES: SONY Monitor 20” Trinitron
Model. Gamal Shanbaky, Gamma Medical
Equipment,Inc.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

For more information on any of these list-
ings, visit www.dotmed.com and enter the
Listing # in any search box. You can post
a free classified ad on DOTmed.com.
Just visit our website and register.
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#454643 - OLYMPUS VISERA OTV-S7 
Laparoscope
DIGITAL PROCESSOR,EndoEYE A50023A.
Yolanda Diaz, Star Asset Recovery

LASER - DIODE

#179814 - LUMENIS Lightsheer Head 
Refurbishing Laser – Diode $13,500
12x12 diode replacement.
Geoffrey Loveless, JLJ United, Inc.

#179812 - COHERENT Lightsheer Head
Refurbishing Laser – Diode $10,000
9x9 diode replacement.
Geoffrey Loveless, JLJ United, Inc.

LINEAR ACCELERATOR

#301995 - VARIAN 2100C Linear 
Accelerator $17,800
Mfg.1991. SN: 246. Stewart Farber, 
Farber Medical Solutions, LLC

MAMMO  ACCESSORIES

#414679 - CONTROL RESEARCH INC Rol-
loscope 131-001 (refurbished) Mammo
Accessories $15,000 With the ‘One Touch
System’ the radiologist pushes just one but-
ton to dim the light. Jack Donovan, 
Broadwest Corporation

MAMMO UNIT

#412568 - GE Senograph 2000D 
Mammo Unit
Mfg. May 2003. Full-Field Digital Mammog-
raphy. David Denholtz, Integrity Medical
Systems, Inc. 239-454-9555

#415341 - FAXITRON MX-20 Radiography
Mammo Unit $12,000
The MX-20 System is utilized in medical 
facilities and scientific laboratories.
Jack Donovan, Broadwest Corporation

#455176 - LORAD M-IV Mammo Unit
We have a number of Lorad M-IV mammo
units coming out in April. Brian Baumgard-
ner, Miga Solutions

MICRO-CURRENT

#418244 - ELECTRO-ACUSCOPE 
MYOPULSE 75C Micro-Current $4,995
Batteries replaced 12/07. NEW Includes Y
trigger probe and new indifferent probe.
Dr. Mark Levine, PT and Chiro Eq

MICRODERMABRADERS

#452156 - SKIN SYSTEM  Microder-
mabraders $3,995
Condition: Excellent This is a BRAND 
new system with a Lifetime Warranty! 
Mark Lynch, Wholesale Medical and 
Spa Equipment

MONITOR

#318434 - WELCH ALLYN 52000 series
Vital Signs Monitor $1,295
Excellent working condition. George Girgis,
Meena Medical Equipment Inc.

MRI COIL

#438337 - GE 2225545-6 MRI Coil $6,500
This coil is tested and guaranteed for 30
days. Bruce Smith, Sonora Medical Systems
303-532-2666

MRI COLDHEAD

#89376 - LEYBOLD RGD5100 Cold Head
MRI Coldhead
Remanufactured to original specifications.
Marc Fessler, Independence Cryogenic 
Engineering 609-294-0012

MRI COMPRESSOR

#89377 - LEYBOLD Coolpack 6000 
MRI Compressor
Remanufactured to original specifications.
Marc Fessler, Independence Cryogenic 
Engineering 609-294-0012

MRI MOBILE

#354589 - GE 1.5T LX HS Plus MRI Mobile
For Rental Only - Listed By Owner 1.
Don Salyer, InSight Health Corp.

MRI SCANNER

Siemens 1.5T Symphony MRI
Manufactured in 2004. Michael Glynn,
Mylin Medical Systems (630) 321-1450

#398879 - PHILIPS 1.5NT Intera Mobile MRI
Manufactured in 1997. Michael Glynn,
Mylin Medical Systems (630) 321-1450

#454903 - SIEMENS Espree MRI Scanner
Client ready to buy a system right away:
New, Used, Demo. David Denholtz, Integrity
Medical Systems, Inc. 239-454-9555

NUCLEAR COMPUTER

#412098 - SCIENTIFIC IMAGING Nuclear
Mac G5 Nuclear Computer $14,500
Nuclear Mac Power Processing and 
Acquisition computer system. Chris Reilly,
CER MEDICAL

NUCLEAR GAMMA CAMERA

#439363 - GE XRT / STARCAM 3200I 
Nuclear Gamma Camera $4,990
Colour Monitor - Model 46-308550G2.
CARLOS VARGAS, INCAV 408-390-5711

OB / GYN ULTRASOUND

#202267 - SUMMIT DOPPLER L150 OB /
GYN Ultrasound- $550
Summit LifeDop hand held doppler with 2 
or 3 Mz probe. Ronald Shedivy, Great Lakes
Surgical

#233025 - HITACHI EUB-6000 OB / GYN
Ultrasound $16,950
Features: Three probe ports/Triple Fre-
quency Transducers Fast probe/application.
Mazi Zarrin, Northwest Ultrasound, Inc.

#233023 - MEDISON SA9900 OB / GYN 
Ultrasound $19,950
Medison SA9900 Live 3D System-Version.
Mazi Zarrin, Northwest Ultrasound, Inc.

OB / GYN - VASCULAR ULTRASOUND

#455608 - GE Logiq 7 BT03&BT02 OB /
GYN - Vascular Ultrasound
***VERY AGGRESSIVE PRICING*** 
Great Imaging quality with GE’s TruScan 
Architecture. Colin Grady, Ambassador 
Medical

#440039 - GE Logiq 7 Expert BT03 OB /
GYN - Vascular Ultrasound
System in excellent condition, manufactured
2003, with 4C adult convex abdominal.
Emad Ramzy, CCE Canada Commercial 
Exchange Inc

#453270 - SIEMENS ELEGRA ADVANCE
OB / GYN - Vascular Ultrasound
Yolanda Diaz, Star Asset Recovery

#102861 - ATL HDI 5000 OB / GYN - 
Vascular Ultrasound
MFG: 2000. Scott Hassler, KPI Ultrasound
951-367-0872

#305279 - MEDISON 8000 OB / GYN - Vas-
cular Ultrasound $32,999
512 Ch Digital 3D Color Doppler System 15’
Color Monitor Static 3D, Freehand 3D..
Steven Kelley, AmeriaMED Ultrasound Corp.

#449788 - ACUSON 128 XP / 10c 
ACUSON AEGIS QV100 OB / GYN - 
Vascular Ultrasound $4,990 
QuickView Capture and Retrieval Module.
CARLOS VARGAS, INCAV 408-390-5711

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

CLASSIFIEDS 
RATE CARD
Four lines: $100
Eight lines: $175
Sixteen lines: $325
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OB / GYN - VASCULAR ULTRASOUND
(PARTS)

#454909 - ATL OB / GYN - Vascular 
Ultrasound Part #7500-1342
PS1 POWER SUPPLY (PSM) FOR ATL 
HDI 3500/5000. Christopher Turner, 
C&C Medical Solutions

OPHTHALMOLOGY GENERAL

#355188 - HEIDELBERG ENGINEERING
HRT ll Ophthalmology General $17,995
The Heidelberg Retina Tomograph II is su-
perior to other optic nerve head analyzers.
Carl Tela, Vision Systems 866 934-1030

O/R CAMERA

#454929 - STRYKER 1088 O/R 
Camera $5,400
Includes camera box, head and coupler.
Mark  Charaf, Global Medical Equipment Inc.
(877) 261-9930

O/R LIGHT

#436624 - BERCHTOLD D 530& 
D 650 O/R Light
Center mounted dual head.
Bob Cavanaugh, Cavanaugh Associates

OXYGEN TANK HOLDER

#415738 - FALLS WELDING & FABRICAT-
ING 2084R Oxygen Tank Holder
This stand holds 1 M6 (or B) size cylinder.
Theresa Holden, FWF Medical Products

#415737 - FALLS WELDING & FABRICAT-
ING 1118F Oxygen Tank Holder
Discontinued style of our IV Pole with O2
Holder for Wheelchairs. Theresa Holden,
FWF Medical Products

OXYGEN TANKS

#246226 - PURITAN BENNETT C1000
Portable Oxygen Tanks
UNITS MUST BE IN GOOD COSMETIC
AND MECHANICAL CONDITION.
John Wittenberg, Inventory Solutions, Inc.
#246230 - PURITAN BENNETT HELIOS
MARATHON PORTABLE Oxygen Tanks

UNITS IN GOOD COSMETIC AND 
MECHANICAL CONDITION.
John Wittenberg, Inventory Solutions,Inc.

PATTERNLESS EDGER

#226134 - SANTINELLI LE7070 
Patternless Edger $11,995
Completely reconditioned.
Carl Tela, Vision Systems 866 934-1030

PET/CT

#454640 - GE Mobile  Discovery PET/CT
RENTAL ONLY!!!! PET/CT System: Gantry,
H x W x D193 x 230 x 109 cm, Power Re-
quirement480v. Paul Zahn, Shared Medical
Equipment Group, LLC

PFT UNIT

#412125 - SENSORMEDICS 2200 PFT Unit
Contact for SPECIAL PRICING! The 2200
Pulmonary Function Lab with FRC Nitrogen
Washout. Kate Becovitz, Cal-Med 
Diversified, Inc.

#414092 - SENSORMEDICS V62 
Autobox PFT Unit
Contact for SPECIAL PRICING!
Kate Becovitz, Cal-Med Diversified, Inc.

PODIATRIC X-RAY

#377846 - EXCELL ADDIS Direct Digital
Podiatric X-Ray
DR CCD upgrade for existing EXCELL or
Chiropractic or Veterinary or any single
bucky. Edward Small, ADDIS Systems - 
Associated Direct Digital Imaging Systems

RAD/FLUORO ROOM

#439917 - GE Advantx Legacy DRS
Rad/Fluoro Room
Mfg1999. We can install & calibrate this 
system for you. Pete Schliebner, Benchmark
Imaging Group

SHARED SERVICE ULTRASOUND

#350149 - GE LOGIQ “E” System 
Shared Service Ultrasound
DOM: 2006 Cardiac, Vascular & OB/GYN
Calculation Packages Tru-Scan Architecture.
Chrystal Turner, C&C Medical Solutions
317-219-3616

#417321 - PHILIPS Sonos 7500 
Shared Service Ultrasound
Serial number:US000320058.
DOM/YOM:2003. SW Version:D1 SW/HW.
Options:KP-BE-FE-TC-3DPC.
Palle Mikkelsen, AGITO Medical

#375329 - GE Logiq 400 Pro Shared 
Service Ultrasound $8,000
GE Logiq 400 Pro in very good condition
with three probes.
Saeed Hashemi, NASS MedImage

#99748 MEDISON Pico Shared 
Service Ultrasound
A Great Portable Ultrasound Solution.
Scott Hassler, KPI Ultrasound 951-367-0872

#414642 - SIEMENS Antares Shared 
Service Ultrasound
Serial number:10318. DOM/YOM: 2002. 
SW Version:3.0.096A.
Palle Mikkelsen, AGITO Medical

SPECT CAMERA

#377331 - IS2 Pulse CDC SPECT 
Camera $180,000
New IS2 Medical Systems Pulse CDC Dual
head gamma camera system with Segami
Mirage. Chris Reilly, CER MEDICAL

STERILIZER

#181253 - AMSCO 3023-3 Sterilizer
HIGH QUALITY REFURBISHED
20”X20”X38” EAGLE 3000 STAGE 3 
Vacmatic STEAM STERILIZER. Billy Dean,
Medequip Engineering Service Inc.

#245398 - AMSCO 3013-3 Sterilizer
HIGH QUALITY REFURBISHED
16”X16”X26” EAGLE 3000 STAGE 3 VAC
STEAM STERILIZER. Billy Dean, 
Medequip Engineering Service Inc.

STRETCHER

#377838 - GENDRON GENDRON
Stretcher
Bob Cavanaugh, Cavanaugh Associates

ULTRASOUND TRANSDUCER 
ULTRASOUND

#360378 - GE RAB4-8P Ultrasound 
Transducer Ultrasound
Convex abdominal transducer (volumetric)
for ge voluson 730 bt02 and higher.
Chrystal Turner, C&C Medical Solutions
317-219-3616

#450111 - PHILIPS C5-2 Ultrasound 
Transducer Ultrasound
45 day warrant.y 2MHz to 5MHz convex
array. Patrick Hardy, Dietz Healthcare, Inc.

#440079 - PHILIPS S7-2t Ultrasound
Transducer Ultrasound
30 day warranty.
Patrick Hardy, Dietz Healthcare, Inc.

#455054 - HEWLETT PACKARD omni 11
21369 Ultrasound Transducer Ultrasound
1 x used HP transducer available. Omni 11
model 21369 incl philips test report.
Ruud Simons, Medi-Trade

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

For more information on any of these list-
ings, visit www.dotmed.com and enter the
Listing # in any search box. You can post
a free classified ad on DOTmed.com.
Just visit our website and register.
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#438355 - TOSHIBA PVT 661VT (NEW) 
Ultrasound Transducer Ultrasound
Toshiba PVT 661VT endovaginal 10mm
transducer. Christopher Turner, 
C&C Medical Solutions

VENTILATOR

#451089 - OHMEDA anesthesia 
7000 Ventilator
All accessories with stand in original com-
pany box. KG Patel, Evergreen Exports

VIDEO ENDOSCOPY

#415768 - OLYMPUS Olympuc CV100 
system Video Endoscopy $8,000
OLYMPUS COMPLETE SYSTEM, including
*SONY Trinitron Model PVM-20M2MDU
Monitor 20”. Gamal Shanbaky, 
Gamma Medical Equipment,Inc.

#453018 - OLYMPUS CV-140 CV-240
CLVU40 Video Endoscopy $9,500
Olympus Evis Endoscope Bronchoscope
System. Mitchell Guier, North American
Medical

#409238 - OLYMPUS CV-160 System
Video Endoscopy $39,000
Video Endoscopy System Complete with
Olympus GIF-160 Video Gastroscope.
Mark Charaf, Global Medical Equipment Inc.
(877) 261-9930

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

MRI & CT Service Engineer Positions
Available
Location: IL, MO, MI, IN, FL, USA
Salary: Base + Bonus
Field Service engineer with GE/Siemens
MRI or CT experience. 5 plus years experi-
ence. Join the industries’ leading sales and
service organization. Full benefits including
Health, dental, Life, 401K. Multpile locations
available. Craig Palmquist, 

Genesis Medical Imaging 
847-961-5802

Radiology Service Engineer
Location: MA, NH, ME, VT, CT, RI, USA
Salary: $40-$80k. Field Service Engineer
positions available with rapidly growing and
progressive full service radiology imaging
company. Jason Olenio, Associated X-Ray
Imaging 800-356-3388

#455148 – Ultrasound Service Engineer - 
Colorado, USA. Provide maintenance, testing,
troubleshooting, and repair of ultrasound sys.

#455106 – Nursing Technician - Florida, USA.
Independently care for a group of patients in
accordance with standards/protocols.

#453034 – Radiology Technician - California,
USA. Independently perform breast imaging
procedures.

#350130 – Sales Salesperson – Virginia or
Open, USA. Salary: Comm. & Benefits, Re-
sale of company trade-in injectors to deal-
ers/brokers and end-users. 

#452819 – Surgical Technician - Massachu-
setts, USA. Now Hiring Flexible Endoscopy
Techs and Rigid endoscopy Techs.

#455118 – Respiratory Technician - Florida,
USA. Deliver respiratory care services under
the order of a physician.

#451452 – Nuclear Service Engineer - South
Carolina, USA. Field Service Engineer for
Nuclear Medicine Service Company.

#108711 – Non-medical Technician - 
New York, USA. Salary: TBD,  Experienced
Rigid endoscope and Power equipment
Technicians.

#439021 – MRI Service Engineer - 
California, USA. Looking for a self starter,
self directed GE MRI Field Service Engineer.

#441498 – Radiology Service Engineer -
Florida, USA. Meet daily service repair
needs of Customers’ X-ray Imaging systems.

#309781 – Radiology Administration – USA
Salary: Neg.,  Operations Manager of serv-
ice, refurbishing, parts, prod. & warehouse
teams.

#450482 – CT Service Engineer – USA
Growing ISO seeks expert for our team. 
Can live anywhere - near an airport.

#128289 – Radiology Service Engineer –
Florida, USA. Salary: Open-Negotiable, Ex-
perienced in-house, hands-on refurbishing
and service engineer.

#452397 – MRI Salesperson – USA
Self-motivated sales rep to cold call and help
us place MRI Mobile systems. 

#346149 – Radiology Technician –
Guatemala. Pay: Quote a price.  Require in-
stallation of V3000 Integris Cath lab, approx.
September.

#123022 – Ultrasound Salesperson - 
California, USA. Salary: Commission,  
Motivated, positive, energetic people to 
market ultrasound product line.

Job ID #181068 – Non-medical Technician -
New York, USA. Salary:  TBD,  Experienced
instrument repair Tech to man one of our
Mobile repair trucks.

Job ID #91194 – Radiology Service Engi-
neer - MA, NH, ME, VT, CT & RI (USA)
Salary: $40-80K,  Field Service Engineers
for full-service radiology imaging company.

Job ID #437099 – Sales Salesperson -  
Virginia, USA. Salary: 40-50K base + comm.
Service sales manager for contrast media
delivery injector systems.

Listing #450480 – MRI Service Engineer –
USA (Near an airport). Field Service Engi-
neer highly experienced in either MRI or CT.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

For more information on any of these list-
ings, visit www.dotmed.com and enter the
Listing # in any search box. You can post
a free classified ad on DOTmed.com.
Just visit our website and register.

To run a classified in 
DOTmed Business News

call 212-742-1200 
Ext “Ads” (237)
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blue book price guide
RADIOLOGY

SIEMENS CT Scanner Emotions Duo. 2001 Siemens
Emotion Duo with Low Slice Count Tube: The Serial
Number on the Gantry is 01022 S03 The Tube was
replaced in April of this year with a low slice count of
21268. The serial number on the tube is 1242046 and
was manufactured April 11, 2007. The Gantry Scan
Rotation is 1.6MM This unit comes with a standard
console with VA47C Software Level. 50/60 Hz sys-
tem Sold for dealer. Auction 4433 - $45500.00

SIEMENS PET Mobile ECAT EXACT. 2002 Siemens
ECAT EXACT PET Mobile: The following are the
specifications for this unit: -Whole Body Ring Detector
Gantry -47 Image Plane system with a 16.2 FOV -
56.2cm Gantry Aperture -16.2cm Axial FOV -Three
Integrated Retractable Transmission Rod Source Hold-
ers -Low Attenuation Foam Core Fiber Patient pallet -
Real-Time Sorter w/65 MB memory -VME Bus
Acquisition Controller -Sparc Processor -Ultras PARC
256MB 60 with dual 450MHz CPU’s -1.0 GB RAM -
UNIX Operating system -Color Monitor -Transmission
Scanning -Static Emission Scan -Dynamic Emission
Scan -Water-cooled Gantry -9216 Bismuth germanate
(BGO) Crystals -Remote Diagnostics Modem -Isola-
tion Transformer -Gantry/air/water chiller -Mobile
Sources kit -Medimage Server w/DICOM link -Soft-
ware Version: 7.2 -Trailer: Ellis & Watts. Sold for bro-
ker. Auction 4489 - $51000.00

SIEMENS Portable X-Ray Mobilette II. 1990 Siemens
Mobilette II Portable Unit: 50 - 117 KVP Signal: 1.2
Mass - 400 Mass 5 collimator Field size is adjustable
.5cm x .5cm to 45cm x 33cm This unit is in great
working condition. Sold for hospital. Auction 4271 -
$1500.00

SIEMENS Portable X-Ray Mobilette II 50 - 117 KVP
Signal: 1.2 Mass - 400 Mass 5 collimator Field size is
adjustable .5cm x .5cm to 45cm x 33cm. Great working
condition. Sold for hospital. Auction 4272 - $1,300.00

NUCLEAR

ADAC Nuclear Gamma Camera Epic, manufactured
1998. System Includes: Generator/Model Number
2152-3000A, Pegasys Work Station, Dual Monitors,
Processing Terminal, Adac Power Supply Collimator
cart, Standard table, 4 Columinators. Sold for hospital.
Auction 4318 - $6,000.00

NIDEK Fundus Camera NIDEK NM-200D Handheld
non-mydriatic fundus camera with user-friendly color
touch screen 10.4 inch lcd display. High quality tiff for-
mat. Sold for medical office in New York. Auction 4423
- $5,000.00

ULTRASOUND

GE OB / GYN Logiq 200 Pro. GE Logiq 200 Pro
OBGYN Ultrasound. Includes two probes: one 3CB
and one 6.5mhz. Great condition. Sold for broker.
Auction 4226 - $6,500.00

MRI

HITACHI MRI Scanner MRP Coils: Knee, Spine wrap
(med and large) 6” + 10” circular, head Optical disks:
Maxell 644 MB MO RW Dryview 8100 laser camera
included. Sold for IMAGING CENTER. Auction 4112 -
$5,000.00

HITACHI MRI Scanner MRP 5000 Coils: Knee, Spine
wrap (med and large) 6” + 10” circular, head Optical
disks: Maxell 644 MB MO RW Dryview 8100 laser
camera Sold for imaging center in South Carolina.
Auction 4112 - $5,000.00

MARCONI MRI Scanner Eclipse Parts Kit: 61 used
parts from known working systems at the time of dein-
stallation; sold on an outright basis; “as is.” Sold for
dealer. Auction 4337 - $13,500.00

SCHILLER MRI Accessories MAGLIFE C monitor com-
patible with .2T to 3.0T scanners of all manufacturers.
Includes Magmove non-magnetic trolley, Schiller
Magscreen remote control & display unit placed out-
side faraday cage. Sold for dealer in France. Auction
4517 - $2,500.00

BONE DENSITOMETERS

GE Bone Densitometer Lunar Prodigy Advanc 2005
system. Software level 9.15.010. Used for less than 20
procedures per month. Includes: Prodigy Computer,
Lunar Direct 17 inch CRT Monitor Prodigy Printer.
Price includes GE professionally deinstalling the unit.
This is covered by the service contract. This is also
optional. Sold for Imaging Center in Florida. Auction
4431 - $25,500.00

IMAGING ACCESORIES

KODAK Multi-Loader 8700 You are bidding on TWO
(2) Kodak Dryview 8700 Laser Imagers with ONE (1)
GE Dry Cam 8800 Multi-Input Manager. 8700/ MFG.
Date 1998 8700/ MFG. Date 1996 8800/ MFG. Date
1998. Sold for hospital. Auction 4232 - $1,000.00
KODAK Film Duplicator Dryview 8300 Table Top Laser
Imager. Both imagers were never used and in the origi-
nal box. Sold for hospital. Auction 4244 - $5,000.00

ALPHATEK Film Processor AX 700 LE. One Film
Processor Alpha Tek Brand: Alpha Tek Modelo: AX
700 LE Condition: Used Working Condition Fea-
tures: - Fully Micro-processor controlled - Stainless
construction for mechanical strengh - Interchangeable
parts ensure cost effective operation and maintenance
- Fixed cross-over guides to eliminate scratching -
Solid rubber and solid acrylic roller for durability -
Modular tank design simplifies service - Jam-free par-
allel dryer design ensures ease of operation - Films
feed in less then 20 seconds - Industrial warm air
dryer ensures crisp, smooth radiographs. Sold for ex-
porter. Auction 3944 - $1250.00

O/R - SURGICAL

OHMEDA Anesthesia Machine Excel 210 SE. Ohmeda
Excel 210 SE with Sevo Tec 5 and Isotec 5 Vaporisers
Includes Ohmeda 7900 Monitor. Sold for broker. Auc-
tion 3845 - $5626.00

JACE Continuous Passive Motion knee machines
(CPM) K100-2, lot of 4. Includes Jace MS9916 Knee
CPM Pads. Great shape. Sold for hospital. Auction
3716 - $1000.00

OHMEDA Anesthesia Machine 8000 , OHIO V5A VEN-
TILATOR, OHMEDA 5400 (VOLUME MONITOR),
OHMEDA 5100 (OXYGEN MONITOR), GMS AB-
SORBER, HALOTHANE (FLOUTEC 4), ISOFLURANE
(ISOTEC 4), SPACELABS 90303B MONITOR (ADULT
& INFANT NIBP, SAO2, ECG, RECORDER) ,MOD-
ULE VER. 3.51.57N (PART #3068-35-205) Sold for
hospital in New York. Auction 3845 - $1,600.00

GE/Marquett Bedside Monitor Eagle 4000 . Flat
Screen Mutiparameter patient monitors with ECG,
Temp , IBP , SPO2 ,NIBP , Defib sync. No patient ca-
bles. Sold for hospital. Auction 4245 - $3,600.00
OLYMPUS Gastroscope GIF-130. Good angulation
and the rubber coating is very good, no kinks or bulges
or cuts, slightly yellowed numbers. Stated good condi-
tion by hospital. Sold for broker in Kentucky. Auction
4246 - $1,875.00

MARQUETTE Monitor Lot: Eight (8) Eagle 3000 physi-
ological monitors with dual invasive pressures, NIBP,
and EKG. With EKG,IBP,NIBP,SpO2,Temp, Rec. Built
in printers. Sold for hospital in Wisconsin. Auction 4291
– $3,250.00

DELL Computer System MX 8000 Work Station. Sold
for broker. Auction 4440 - $2,500.00

IMED Pump I/V Infusion Gemini P-4 SIX (6) Volumetric
Infusion. Sold for hospital. Auction 4526 - $1,000.00

HILL-ROM Beds Electric VersaCare manufactured
2004. Comes with a scale, central brakes and steer,
chair position, sliding foot extension, air mattress,
siderails lockout, and battery backup. Sold for dealer in
Florida. Auction 4559 - $3,200.00

ENDOSCOPY

OLYMPUS Colonoscope CF-10L Has some black dots.
One owner from local hospital. Angulation is very good
and smooth, plasticcoating is very good with the ex-
ception on one cut near the top that would never be in-
serted (not even close and would not detract from use).
Includes case. Sold for broker. Auction 4300 -
$1,000.00

LASERS

ASCLEPION Laser - Diode MeDioStar model 1511.
Manufactured 9/2005. Sold for broker. Auction 4228 -
$16,500.00

STORZ Cosmetic General D-Actor 100 EPAT. Great
shape with light usage. Sold for broker. Auction 4263 -
$5,000.00

CARDIOLOGY

HEWLETT PACKARD Defibrillators Codemaster XL
plus. Set of 4 HP Codemaster XL Plus Defibrillators. All
came from local area hospital. Sold for broker. Auc-
tion 4584 - $1,000.00

ZOLL Defibrillators NTP1000 Hard protective case
and all pieces are wrapped in plastic still. All cords,
manuals, etc are included. Sold for crater in Utah. Auc-
tion 4258 - $375.00

PHYSIO CONTROL Biphasic Automated External De-
fibrillators (AED) LifePak 500 in excellent condition.
Current with latest AHA CPR/AED guidelines. Pediatric
enabled (with pink electrode connector). Unit includes
one (1) non-rechargable OEM battery with expiration
date 8/2011, two (2) Quik-Combo Redi-Pak electrodes
with expiration date 10/2008, and carrying case. Sold
for dealer in Wisconsin. Auction 4303 - $350.00

RESPIRATORY

OHMEDA Gas Management System (GMS), Absorver
Air Shield Ventimeter controller, Halothane Vaporazer,
ForaneVaporazer, Ethrane Vaporazer. Sold for ex-
porter in Florida. Auction 3930 - $1,850.00

Recent equipment and parts auctions on DOTmed with actual for-sale prices.
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